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Abstract

This work developed a method for the investigation of how medical devices, such
as syringes and needles, affect the formation of subvisible particles in a protein
drug without excipients. Protein-based pharmaceuticals are well known to be
sensitive to different kinds of stress, and exposure to stress during the use of this
device is unavoidable.

To study this phenomenon, an in-house built probe for the operation of sy-
ringes with a texture analyser was created. Mechanical stress was modulated
by varying the expulsion speed, and related forces were captured by the texture
analyser. The formation of particles was evaluated by dynamic light scatter-
ing(DLS), size exclusion chromatography(SEC) and flow imaging microscopy by
FlowCAM.

The insulin was found to be primarily present in its hexamer form, with a hy-
drodynamic diameter of 5.6 nm. FlowCAM showed increased concentration of
particles in both siliconized and non-siliconized syringes after mechanical stress.
The increase was associated with protein aggregates in the non-siliconized sy-
ringe, while increase in the the siliconized was mainly associated to silicone oil
droplet formation. The particles were categorized by sphericity using circle fit
and aspect ratio, with spherical cutoff at 0.85. The siliconized syringe had no
increase in protein aggregates after stress and displayed a substantial loss of na-
tive protein (2.5 %) according to SEC. This concedes with findings from other
studies and might be due to oil interface adsorption. Although, the size distri-
bution from FlowCAM yielded particle counts, which were theoretically too low
to account for this loss alone.

Keywords: protein formulation; protein aggregation; insulin; silicone oil; syringe; shear

stress; subvisible particle; size exclusion chromatography; flow imaging microscopy
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This work was part of the project RealHope, which is working towards improving patient
safety by addressing the concerns regarding protein drug instability (RealHope, n.d.). The
formation of subvisible particulates (SVP) in protein-based injectabelia, represents one way
by which this type of drug can be destabilized. Their presence is of great interest as the parti-
cles have the potential to cause harm in the patient, and are therefore regulated via standards
by the USP and the European directorate. Further,the surveillance of particulates serves as a
quality parameter in the pharmaceutical industry, where increased numbers might indicate
problems during manufacturing, storage or handling of the product (Pharmacopea Europaea,
2008; Gecsey, 2015; Carpenter et al., 2015). Studies have shown that medical devices such as
syringes and silicone lubrication can promote the emergence of subvisible particles during
handling, especially after having been subjected to different types of mechanical stress. To-
tally preventing the medical device from inflicting some sort of mechanical stress on the
injectabelia is virtually impossible, as force needs to be applied to operate it. But, questions
remains regarding what type and how high amount of stress the system can be allowed to
experience, before it should give rise to concerns. There have also been indications that the
type of mechanical stress will affect the morphology of the formed protein aggregates, and it
remains to see whether or not this differences reflect their potential to harm the patient (Li
et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2020).
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1. Introduction

1.1 Aim and objective
The aim of this work was to develop a method to investigate the formation of of subvisible
particles in a protein drug, which had been subjected to aspiration and expulsion by a syringe
with needle.

The specific objectives were:

• To design and manufacture a probe, which enabled a texture analyzer to operate a
syringe.

• To delimitate and design the scope of the work in a sensible and justifiable way.

• To explore the impact of mechanical stress at laminar flow.

• To investigate the effect of silicone oil lubrication.

• To analyze the mechanically stressed protein drug with three commonly deployed tech-
niques in the field; size exclusion chromatography (SEC), dynamic light scattering
(DLS) and flow imaging microscopy by FlowCam.

• To evaluate if any of the investigated conditions had the potential to occur in a clinical
setting.

1.2 Expected result
During this investigation, the subvisible particulates were expected to mainly be composed
of protein aggregates and silicone oil particles. It is known that mechanical stress in the form
of flicking or dropping increases the concentration of these particles (Kim et al., 2020). Thus,
it is expected that increased expulsion force, which in turn causes increased shear stress, will
lead to increased levels of particulate, both proteinaceous and silicone. The question remains
though, whether the magnitude of the forces during this investigation are enough to cause
an observable increase.

2



Chapter 2

Theory and Background

2.1 Protein-based Pharmaceuticals

2.1.1 Introduction to Protein-based Pharmaceuticals
Protein-based pharmaceuticals is one of the fastest growing class of drugs. Even though the
class itself is small, the monetary value involved is significant as the drug cost is high. In
2018, the global market for the class was worth approximately $147 billion, and the market is
predicted to experience a substantial growth during the next couple of years, reaching $240
billion by year 2025 (Pandya and Patravale, 2021; Makurvet, 2021).

The class has gained attention, as proteins can be tailored to treat a wide range of dis-
eases, some of which have been formerly incurable. It is estimated that over 250 proteins are
currently being used clinically, both in a hospital setting and at home. For example insulin
analogues for treating diabetes mellitus and trastuzumab to treat breast and stomach cancer
(Dingman and Balu-Iyer, 2019). Another advantage is the proteins high specificity to their
target molecule, which leads to less side-effects compared to classical small drug molecules
(Pandya and Patravale, 2021).

2.1.2 Protein aggregates and SVPs
The downside is that protein-based pharmaceuticals mainly consist of water-based solutions
intended for parenteral administration. Injectabelia with proteins are more sensitive during
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2. Theory and Background

manufactoring, storage and in-house handling than for example tablets. To ensure patient
safety when injected, the finished formulation has to fulfill specifications regarding for ex-
ample particulate matter content (Anselmo et al., 2019; Correia et al., 2012; Gecsey, 2015;
Schellekens, 2002).

Protein aggregation represents one way by which the formulation can suffer from degra-
dation and a common source of subvisible particulates. Aggregation can be promoted by a
number of factors, such as agitation, shear force, surface/air interfaces, heat, light, medical
container materials and presence of other contaminants serving as nuclei for aggregation.
This degradation will lead to loss of active pharmaceutical ingredient in the product.. There
are concerns that aggregates might clog vessels, promote immune responses which reduce the
bioavailability or induce harmful immunogenic complexes in the patient. Thus, the stability
of protein-based pharmaceuticals is of great importance and preventing aggregation presents
a hurdle for the future development and usage of of protein-based pharmaceuticals (Anselmo
et al., 2019; Correia et al., 2012; Gecsey, 2015; Schellekens, 2002).

2.1.3 SVP in protein injectabelia
Minimizing the content of particulate matter represents one of the major challenges with
parenteral formulations and is regarded a critical quality parameter. Particulate matter is di-
vided into visible and subvisible particles, where visible are larger than 100 µm and subvisible
are 0.1 - 100 µm (Gecsey, 2015; Carpenter et al., 2015).

They can be further classified according to their origin as extrinsic, intrinsic or inherent.
Extrinsic are introduced from the surrounding environment and are truly foreign. They do
not originate from the manufacturing process or equipment. Intrinsic originate from the
process, for example silicone oil or plastic scraping from containers. Inherent relates to the
product reforming itself. For example loss of the proteins desired native form by different
types of degradation, leading to the formation of aggregates, unwanted quaternary structures
or disassociation (Gecsey, 2015; Carpenter et al., 2015).

SEC and DLS are commonly used techniques in the industry for the surveillance of pro-
tein aggregate formation (Jiao et al., 2020). While SVP in general, are monitored via light
obscuration, where the size of the particle is determined by the amount of light that the
product blocks when passing between the light source and the detector (Gecsey, 2015).

Many medical devices, such as syringes and needles, are lubricated with silicone oil which
sheds subvisible droplets into the product. The presence of these particles are of concern
due to their foreign nature. There have been indications that they also might be able to act
as adjuvants and provoke antibody production after repeated injections. Further, silicone
oil droplets can promote protein aggregation or cause other perturbations of the proteins
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2.1 Protein-based Pharmaceuticals

native form. Thus, the monotoring of silicone oil droplets in the SVP range is important for
the industry and the count can be used to detect detrimental changes in the production (Jiao
et al., 2020; Chisholm et al., 2016).

2.1.4 Regulation regarding SVP
The US Pharmacopoeia (USP) and European Directorate for the Quality of Medicines and
HealthCare (EDQM) has created standards regarding subvisible particulate content. The
general standards, USP<788> and Ph. Eur. 2.9.19, define limits for subvisible particulate
count in injectabelia and test methods to verify the content. The goal was to secure that
the parenteral solutions were virtually free of subvisible particles which could be harmful
when introduced to the patient (Pharmacopea Europaea, 2008; Gecsey, 2015; Carpenter et al.,
2015).

The limits only involve particles of size ≥ 10 µm, the main motivation being concerns
regarding blood vessel blockage, as the lumen of capillaries is around 5 - 10 µm and lumen for
small veins are 10 - 50 µm. The standards describes two analyzing methods for obtaining the
count, light obscuration and membrane microscopy. For clear injectabelias, the first method
is recommended as it is faster, less subjective and less labor intensive. The standards state that
for containers with a volume of less than 100 mL, the limit for subvisible particulate count
per container is 6000 particles of size ≥ 10 µm and 600 particles of size ≥ 25 µm during
light obscuration (Pharmacopea Europaea, 2008; Gecsey, 2015; Carpenter et al., 2015).

In 2014 an alternative to USP<788> was introduced, USP<787>, which specifically ad-
dresses protein-based formulations. Light obscuration is still the primary investigation method
and it has similar thresholds regarding particles as USP<788>. It allows test methods which
involves smaller sample volumes and is more adapted to the nature of protein-based in-
jectabelia. Another addition came in 2015, USP<1787> which recommends monitoring of
particles in the 2 - 10 µm range and to characterize their origin, as it is an important qual-
ity parameter. One of the challenges with light obscuration as the main method, is that it
is not able characterize the morphology of the particles and has problems with estimating
transparent particles such as protein aggregates. Thus, several suggestions regarding future
combination with other techniques, to facilitate the characterization of subvisible particu-
lates has been made. For example by dynamic flow imaging microscopy based techniques like
micro-flow imaging and FlowCAM (Gecsey, 2015; Vargas et al., 2020; Roy T Cherris, 2018).

2.1.5 Insulin analog
Insulin is a hormone and regulates the blood sugar by facilitating the cells uptake of glucose.
Injectabelia with insulin is widely used to manage diabetes both in hospital settings and at
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2. Theory and Background

home today (Nagel et al., 2019).

The insulin analog in this investigation was designed to have a faster onset of biological
action after injection. The effect arises because two amino acids have been replaced, which
makes the oligomer dissociate more easily into the biologically active monomer than human
insulin. The analog is formulated as 3.5 mg/mL at pH 7.4 by the manufacturer. During these
conditions, the protein is primarily present as a hexameric structure. But, studies have in-
dicated that a significant amount of the native protein might be present as monomeres or
dimeres and dodecameres (Zhou et al., 2016; Nagel et al., 2019; Adams et al., 2018).

The study by Nagel et al. (2019) suggested that the primary form shifted to monomeric
when the commercially formulated insulin analog was diluted to approximately 0.9 mg/mL.
Thus, the protein concentration seems to affect the preference of form. In studies, the extinc-
tion coefficient of this analog is most commonly assumed to be the same as for human insulin
(0.9521 cm−1/mL/mg−1) (Harrison and Garratt, 1969; Zhou et al., 2016; Woods et al., 2012).
The molecular weight of the analog is 5823 g/mol, and its pure monomer has an isolectric
point of 5.1. However, studies have found that the distribution of the native form will affect
the surface charge and the isoelectric point will therfore depend on which type of oligomere
that is inhabited (Poulsen et al., 2007; PubChem, 2023).

2.1.6 Insulin aggregation

Insulin was regarded as a good model protein for this investigation. It is well-known and stud-
ied, that this protein have an inclination to readily form aggregates when exposed to differ-
ent types of mechanical stress. Especially in conjunction with hydrophobic interfaces, which
arises for example during introduction of air, silicone oil or medical devices, (Chouchane
et al., 2022). The mechanism behind the aggregation has been proposed (Fig. 2.1) to be be-
cause the interface will cause the protein monomers to be destabilized and transiently unfold,
while at the same time facilitating protein-protein interaction as they are kept in close prox-
imity of each other (Rudiuk et al., 2012).
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2.1 Protein-based Pharmaceuticals

Figure 2.1: Schematic drawing of proposed mechanism behind
protein aggregation during mechanical disturbance of interfaces
(Rudiuk et al., 2012)

This will create a film of aggregates at the interface, which will be released to the bulk of
the solution when disturbed mechanically. Thus, the mechanical stress facilitates continued
growth of aggregates, as it will clear the interface. This allows the interface to continue to
adsorb monomeric native insulin from the bulk (Rudiuk et al., 2012). As a consequence,
formulations with the native insulin in hexameric form are preferred over monomeric, as it
will increase the stability of the product (Adams et al., 2018).

Insulin have been shown to be able to form aggregates with widely different morphology,
both in the subvisible and visible particle region. Studies have identified the formation of
elongated unbranched fibrilar structures and amyloyid-like fibrils ranging in nm to microns
in length. Other studies have found spherical aggregates, such as spherulites and particulates.
The spherulites ranged from a couple microns to mm in diameter and consisted of multiple
fibrils gathered in a common center. Particulates were compact and their diameter was 0.01
- 2 µm (Thorlaksen et al., 2022).

7



2. Theory and Background

2.1.7 Silicone lubrication
It is acknowledged that syringes will release silicone oil particles during normal use, and this
amount increases after having been subjected to mechanical stress such as flicking, dropping
or other forms of agitation (Dias Júnior et al., 2020). Studies have found that the presence
of silicone oil can decrease the concentration of soluble native protein. It is suggested that
this phenomenon primarily arises due to protein adsorption to the hydrophobic surface of
the oil particles and the medical device (Fig. 2.2) (Li et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2020).

Figure 2.2: Schematic drawing of proposed mechanisms behind sil-
icone oil induced protein aggregation. When the native protein is
adsorbed, they will form a film on the oil particle surface (Case 1)
or form mixed protein-silicone oil aggregates (Case 2) (Kim et al.,
2020)

The associated reduction in native form was further confirmed in the study by Lud-
wig et al. (2010), which identified that protein will readily adsorb to surfaces of silicone
oil droplets. The protein will act as an stabilizing emulsifier, covering roughly 50 % of the
available interface area. The surface load of protein was approximated to 1 – 2 mg per m2 of
oil particles. Further, the author found that the emulsion suffered from destabilisation due
to creaming as the density of silicone oil (0.972g/mL) was lower than both water and protein
(1.3 g/mL).

2.2 Medical devices

2.2.1 Syringes and needles
Polypropylene is the most commonly used plastic for producing disposable plastic syringes.
The material is viewed as inexpensive, inert and its safety in regards to medical devices well
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2.2 Medical devices

explored. The syringes are in general referred to as being 3-piece or 2-piece and are manufac-
tured with or without lubrication in the form of silicone oil. The 3-piece syringes differs by
having a stopper and are siliconized to ease the action of the stopper (Fig. 2.3). The 2-piece
syringe design generally lack lubrication (Melo et al., 2021).

Figure 2.3: Schematic drawing of a syringe with needle.

1. Needle cap or shield 7. Seals 13. Nominal capacity
2. Nozzle cap 8. Plunger 14. Graduation lines
3. Nozzle lumen 9. Push-button 15. Zero line
4. Nozzle 10. Plunger cap 16. Needle tube
5. Barrel plunger 11. Barrel flanges 17. Hub
6. Stopper 12. Fiducial line

Only 3-piece syringes are equipped with a stopper (Svenska Insti-
tutet för Standarder, 2016).

The needle tube (Fig. 2.3) consist of medical grade stainless steel and the unit gauge (G) is

9



2. Theory and Background

used for the description of its diameter, where larger gauge number indicates a thinner needle.
It is common practice for the manufacturer to also coat the needle tube with silicone oil to
minimize friction at the site of injection, and it can prove difficult to acquire needles without
coating. This practice of coating is worth to note, as the use of needles will be expected to
introduce silicone to some degree during the investigation even though a silicone free syringe
has been used. Further, silicone particles have been associated with the formation of floaters
in the eye after injection, which can impair quality of vision and require surgery for removal.
They are therefore highly unwanted during intraocular injections (Melo et al., 2021; Narhi
et al., 2022; Svenska Institutet för Standarder, 2016).

2.2.2 Syringeability and rheology
The investigated system in this study consisted of a medical device in the form of a syringe
with a needle, where fluid was expelled at laminar flow due to the action of the plunger (Fig.
2.4).

Figure 2.4: Schematic drawing of a syringe with needle during expul-
sion. The total extrusion force,Ftotal, corresponds to the total force
required to move the plunger with an injection speed v̄. rb is the in-
ner radius of the syringe barrel and rn the inner radius of the needle.
The length of the needle is denoted by Ln, while γw corresponds to
the shear rate at the wall during laminar flow (Rathore et al., 2012)

The study by Rathore et al. (2012) was used as an inspiration for the characterization of
the system and its rheology during laminar flow. In this study, gliding force was defined as
the force required to sustain a constant speed of the plunger, after static friction had been
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2.2 Medical devices

overcome. The friction force of the system was defined as the gliding force required to operate
the wetted syringe without needle (Rathore et al., 2012).

The setup design for investigation of the protein-device interaction in this Master thesis
was inspired by the setup in the study by Burckbuchler et al. (2010). Where the rhelogical
study was performed with a texture analyser.

Purely laminar flow is most often defined as flow occurring at Reynolds number (Re)
below 2000. The flow will gradually start to gain a turbulent character above this number
and be referred to as transitional flow. When Re reaches ≥ 4000, the flow will be regarded as
completely turbulent. Reynolds number can be estimated via Equation 2.1 (Connor, 2019).

Re =
VD
v

(2.1)

Where V is the flow velocity, D is the hydraulic diameter and v is the kinematic viscosity
of the fluid (Connor, 2019).

According to Rathore et al. (2012), the shear stress (τw) at the barrel wall of a Newtonian
fluid at laminar flow, can be theoretically estimated from the hydrodynamic force (Fhydro)
by Equation 2.2.

τw =

(
Fhydro

πr2
b

)
rn

2Ln
(2.2)

rb is the inner radius of the syringe barrel. rn is the inner radius of the needle and Ln

the length of the needle. Equation 2.2 originate from an adaption of the Hagen–Poiseuille
equation (Rathore et al., 2012).

The hydrodynamic force was then estimated from the measured total extrusion force
(Ftotal) and friction force ( f f riction) by:

Fhydro = Ftotal − f f riction (2.3)

When deploying Equation 2.3, it was assumed that the hydrodynamic force only origi-
nated from the pressure drop which was required to drive the fluid out of the device. The
contribution from other forces, such as the force associated with needle entry was assumed
to be negligible (Rathore et al., 2012).

Also, the expected hydrodynamic force be theoretically calculated according to Rathore
et al. (2012), by the following equation:

Fhydro =

(8πµLnr4
b

r4
n

)
v̄ (2.4)

Where µ is the viscosity of the Newtonian liquid and v̄ is the linear speed of the plunger.
It is assumed that the flow of the fluid is laminar. The equation above (Eq.2.4) can be used to
estimate how large the force will be during different combinations of syringe and sizes, along
with different injection speeds (Rathore et al., 2012).
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2. Theory and Background

2.2.3 Parenteral injections
The most commonly used sites for parenteral administration are the intravenous (in a vein),
the subcutaneus (under skin) and the intramuskular (in muscle) route (Fig. 2.5) (Ruiz and
Scioli Montoto, 2018).

Figure 2.5: Schematic drawing of intramuscular (IM), subctaneous
(SC), intravenous (IV) and intradermal (ID) injection (Ruiz and Sci-
oli Montoto, 2018)

Intravenous treatment with protein-based pharmaceuticals is most often given through
a peripheral venous catheter. Thus, protein drugs are most often injected (expelled from
a syringe with a needle) during subcutaneus or intramuskular administration (Irvine et al.,
2013).

A study showed that injection volumes of up to 3 mL and injection rates of 0.3 mL/s were
acceptable during subcutaneous injections in the abdominal area. The needles for this type
of site are thin (25G - 30G) and short (12.5 - 16 mm). Needles and syringes for subcutaneous
injection of insulin are conventionally on the smaller side. Where, the syringe usually holds
0.5 - 1.0 mL and the needle is 31G and approximately 8 - 13 mm long (Berteau et al., 2015;
Galan, 2022; Melo et al., 2021; SWEMED, n.d.).
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2.2 Medical devices

The recommended injection rate during intramuscular injection is slower (0.1 mL/s).
This site requires thicker and longer needles, which are 20G - 22G and 25 - 38 mm. The
maximal intramuscular injection volume depends on the size of the involved muscle. For
the deltoid muscle (arm muscle) it is regarded as 2 mL, while it is 5 mL for the large mus-
cles located at the thigh and buttock (Polania Gutierrez and Munakomi, 2022; Galan, 2022;
Hopkins and Arias, 2013).

Other, less common and more locally acting routes are for example intravitreal (inside
back chamber of the eye) injections, and these often often involve needles belonging to the
thinnest range. For example 30G is commonly used for the injection of the protein-based drug
Ranibizumab. The thinner the needle, the less associated trauma or pain, so some physicians
have started using even thinner needles such as 31G for intravitreal injections. The use of
even thinner needles, such as 32G - 34G, have been considered. It should be noted though,
that they will exert approximately the same shear stress as a normal 30G or 31G needle. The
reduction in size is typically due to reduction of needle wall thickness, and not the lumen
diameter (Melo et al., 2021; JAPAN BIO PRODUCTS, n.d.).

A thinner needle is also associated with better patient compliance because a smaller nee-
dle will be perceived as less intimidating. But, this should be weighted against how large the
resulting injection force will be, as a small inner lumen will result in a greater hydrodynamic
force (view Eq. 2.4). An article by Watt et al. (2019) concluded that the injection force should
ideally be no greater than 20N to assure that manual injection can be performed by everyone.
The authors found that the maximal acceptable injection force was 40N, and that injections
forces near 80N led to difficulties for most of the participants in the study.
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2. Theory and Background

2.3 The principle of each method

2.3.1 Texture analyser
Texture analysers (Fig. 2.6a) are used for the scientific studying of materials and rheology.
It functions by applying a tensile or compressive force with the arm on the sample, while
recording the force, distance and time. The output can then be visualized in graphs for further
investigation (Stable Micro Systems, n.d.a).

(a) (b)

Figure 2.6: Texture analyser, TA.XTplusC (a) and Universal syringe
rig (b) from Stable Micro Systems (Stable Micro Systems, n.d.b;
Smewing, 2014)

The equipment enables the investigator to subject samples to repeatable stress under
controlled circumstances. Making the user able to reliably characterize the mechanical prop-
erties a of wide variety of samples, by equipping the analyser with different types of probes,
to which the investigated product can be fitted. For example medical devices such as syringes
(Fig. 2.6b). The ready available probe kits from the manufacturer can sometimes prove expen-
sive, which makes in-house design and 3D printed probes a cost-effective alternative. (Stable
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Micro Systems, n.d.a).

2.3.2 DLS
DLS (dynamic light scattering) is a noninvasive method, which builds upon Brownian motion
to estimate the size of small particles. The Brownian motion arises due to the push of the sus-
pended particles by the molecules in the solution, making them move randomly and diffuse.
In DLS, this is measured by illuminating the sample cell with a laser (Fig. 2.7) and recording
the change in intensity pattern of the scattered light over time (Malvern Panalytical, 2010).

Figure 2.7: Schematic of a Zetasizer Nano series DLS from Malvern
Panalytics. A laser illuminates the sample in the cell, where the par-
ticles in sample will scatter some of the light, which is then read
by the detector at an angle of 173◦ (back scatter) or 90◦ (side scat-
ter). The attenuater is used for regulating the amount of light hitting
the sample, as the detector is only able to function within a narrow
range of light intensity. The correlator will compare snapshots of the
intensity at specific time intervals to calculate the decay rate of simi-
larity between the intensity pattern at t = 0 and successive snapshots.
This is then passed to a computer, where software estimate the par-
ticle size from the decay rate (Malvern Panalytical, 2010). The DLS
instrument in this study, Malvern panalytical Zetasizer Nano ZS, is
able to describe particles ranging from 0.3 nm up to 10 µm (Malvern
Panalytical, n.d.)
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2. Theory and Background

The smaller the particles are, the faster will the particles diffuse and the faster will the
detected intensity fluctuate (Fig. 2.8), which ultimately leads to a faster loss of the original
intensity pattern (Malvern Panalytical, 2010).

Figure 2.8: Comparison of intensity over time for larger versus
smaller particles. The fluctuation rate is faster for smaller particles
(Malvern Panalytical, 2010).

The decay and total loss of correlation from the original intensity pattern over time is
translated into a correlation factor by the correlator, which is then characterized as a function
(G(τ)) of time on a logarithmic scale. The function can then be plotted in the form of a
correlogram, view Figure 2.9 (Malvern Panalytical, 2010).
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2.3 The principle of each method

(a) Large particle

(b) Small particle

Figure 2.9: DLS correlogram. The correlation factor of the intensity
pattern is plotted as a function of time (µs). The factor decay is faster
for smaller particles (b), approximately 10 µs, compared to several
microseconds for the larger particles (a) (Malvern Panalytical, 2010).
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2. Theory and Background

Visual inspection of the correlogram can be used to roughly evaluate the nature of the
particles. The start of a significant decay in correlation factor in the correlogram is related
to the mean size of the particles. The steepness is affected by sample mono- or polydispersity,
where monodispersity leads to a steeper loss of factor and polydispersity to a less steep decay
(Malvern Panalytical, 2010).

The correlation function of a monodisperse sample (Eq. 2.5) and a polydisperse sample
(Eq. 2.6) can be related to the translational diffusion coefficient of particles (D) by:

G(τ) = A[1 + Be(−2D((4πn/λ0)sin(θ/2))2τ)] (2.5)

G(τ) = A[1 + Bg1(τ)2] (2.6)

Where n denotes the refractive index of the solvent, λ0 the laser wavelength and θ the
scattering angle. A and B corresponds to the baseline and the intercept of the correlation
function. g1(τ) denotes the sum of all the exponential decays within the correlation function
(Malvern Panalytical, 2010).

The translational diffusion coefficient can then be translated into particle size, in the
form of the hydrodynamic diameter (d(H)) (Eq. 2.7), with the Stokes-Einstein equation:

d(H) =
kBT

3πηD
(2.7)

Where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature and η is the dynamic
viscosity of the solution. The three equations above work under the assumption that the
particles are completely spherical, which is rarely the case. Further, small changes in particle
appearance will affect the measured size of the particle. The hydrodynamic diameter should
therefore be regarded as an estimation rather than an absolute value of the actual particle
size. It is assumed that d(H) is directly proportional to the diffusivity of the particle. Thus,
it is important to keep the temperature constant, as well as other factors such as particle
surface charge or ion strength of solution in order to be able to compare results (Malvern
Panalytical, 2010).

The concentration is an important factor to consider when performing DLS analysis.
Sample concentrations of 1 - 10 mg/mL are generally recommended. A dilution series can
be performed to identify the optimal range (Fig. 2.10) (LS Instruments, n.d.) (Brookhaven
Instruments, 2019).
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2.3 The principle of each method

Figure 2.10: Hydrodynamic diameter plotted as a function of sample
concentration. If the concentration is too high it will lead to under-
estimation of particle size (Multiple scatter region), as Equation 2.7
assumes the recorded light only have been scattered once by a parti-
cle. High concentrations will also affect the viscosity, which in turn
will distort the measurement (Anomalous viscosity region). On the
other hand, if the concentration is too low, the signal-to-noise ratio
will be too low for appropriate interpretation, resulting in bad cu-
mulative fitting. The optimal range is the plateau referred to as the
DLS region (Brookhaven Instruments, 2019)

.

The concentration should be kept as low as possible while still facilitating a good signal-
to-noise ratio. This corresponds to the plateau where the hydrodynamic diameter no longer
changes when the sample is further diluted (Brookhaven Instruments, 2019).

The quality of measurements at different concentrations can also be evaluated by exam-
ining the y-intercept of the correlogram or the count rate (the number of photons detected).
The y-intercept is an indicator of the signal-to-noise ratio, where the ideal signal brings in-
tercept value of 1. A value above 0.6 is considered a good signal and the best signals are above
0.9 (Malvern Panalytical, 2017). Measurements involving count rates above 500 - 600 kcps
are not recommended. It is recommended that no further dilution of sample is needed, if
the diluted sample displays lowering of the count rate by the same factor as the dilution in
unison with no change in apparent size (Brookhaven Instruments, 2019).

The risk of multiple scattering can be regulated by the choice of detection angle. Back
scatter (detection at 173◦) will minimize the amount of sample through which the scattered
light will travel, thus extending the plateau and facilitate measurements on samples of higher
concentrations (Anton Paar, n.d.).
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2. Theory and Background

The parameters of interest when interpreting DLS results primarily consist of the Z-
average and the Polydispersity index (PDI). Both are produced by cumulative analysis of the
correlation function. Z-average is the mean value for particle size and regarded as the most
stable parameteris, hence included in ISO standards. PDI is a dimensionless parameter, which
describes how broad the particle size distribution is and serves information about how poly-
disperse the sample is. In theory, a completely ideal monodisperse sample would have a PDI
of 0. Samples with PDI below 0.1 are regarded as monodisperse, PDI 0.1 - 0.4 as moderately
polydisperse and above 0.4 as polydisperse. Thus, an increase in PDI shows that the solution
has become more heterogenous and will signal that protein aggregates have formed (Malvern
Panalytical, 2017) (Nobbmann, 2017).

The intensity distribution will also be of interest, because the intensity is proportional
to the sixth power of the hydrodynamic diameter during DLS. Thus, the larger the aggre-
gate, the more amplified will the signal be, enabling the method to track the emergence of
small amounts of aggregates. Other studies have found the hydrodynamic diameter of insulin
mono- or dimer to be around 2 - 3 nm, while the hexamer form was around 5.6 nm (Zhou
et al., 2016).
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2.3.3 Flow imaging microscopy
The flow imaging microscopy technique works similar to direct microscopy. It was devel-
oped to enable a fast characterization of particles in a fluid sample. The differences are that
the sample continuously flows by the objective, and the operator is replaced by a digital
camera and a computer software which analyzes the captured images. The captured output
can then be used to estimate the concentration of particles and to depict their morphology.
Instruments such as FlowCAM utilize this method (Fig. 2.11) (Vargas et al., 2020).

Figure 2.11: Diagram displaying the general components of a Flow-
CAM instrument. The flow cell is illuminated by the illumination
optics and magnified by the objective. Meanwhile, the sample is
pumped through the flow cell and thousands of particles per sec-
ond are captured by the camera. The green dashed area represents
components of FlowCAM instruments with the ability to depict flu-
orescent samples. The photo-multiplier tubes (PMT 1 and PMT 2)
detect the light from the fluorescent particles (Fluid Imaging Tech-
nologies, Inc., 2017)

.

The currently developed instruments can digitally image a mixumum of 50 000 particles
per minute. FlowCAM is able to measure particles in the 300 nm - 5 mm range, depending on
the model. The Nano model measures particles of 300nm - 2 µm, and particles larger than 2
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2. Theory and Background

µm are measured by the 8000 or LO model. The software is able to construct particle distri-
butions based on up to 40 particle properties. Making it an useful tool for the morphological
investigation of subvisible particles (Yokogawa Fluid Imaging Technologies, Inc, 2023, n.d.).

The model in this study (VS-IV-C B3) was equipped with autoimaging and able to to
capture fluorescent particles as it had two fluorescence trigger channels and one scatter trig-
ger channel. It could depict particles in the 2 µm - 2 mm range and had 30 different particle
properties (Spaulding, 2014).

Three particle properties was of interest to this investigation; equivalent spherical di-
ameter (ESD), circle fit and aspect ratio (AR). The ESD was used for the characterization
of diameter, while the sphericity was characterized by the circle fit and the AR. The ESD
is determined as the mean of 36 feret measurements, where 5◦ increments of the feret angle
was performed between each measurement. The feret measurement is defined as perpen-
dicular distance between parallel tangents touching opposite sides of the particle (Fig. 2.12)
(Spaulding, 2014).

Figure 2.12: FlowCAM software definition of feret measurement (F)
and angle (θ) (Spaulding, 2014)

.
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Circle Fit is characterized in the following way (Fig. 2.13)

Figure 2.13: FlowCAM software definition of circle fit, which de-
scribes how much the perimeter (red) deviates from a best-fit circle
(green). A best-fit circle, is the circle where the radial distance be-
tween the particle perimeter and the fitted circle is at minimum.
The fit is normalized between 0 - 1, where the particle resembles a
perfect circle at 1 (Spaulding, 2014)

.

Another particle property which can be used to characterize sphericity is the AR. The
estimation of AR during FlowCAM analysis is described in Figure 2.14 (Spaulding, 2014).

Figure 2.14: FlowCAM software definition of aspect ratio, which is
the ratio between the shortest length (b) and the longest length (a)
of an ellipse centered at the centroid of the particle. The particle
resembles a perfect circle if its 1 while the particle is long and thin
if its close to 0 (Spaulding, 2014)

.
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2. Theory and Background

A study by Kim et al. (2020) used FlowCAM to investigate the effect of flicking syringes
containing a protein solution. Images of air bubbles and silicone oil were artificially gener-
ated for comparison against output. Their morphology can be viewed below in Figure 2.15.

Figure 2.15: The morphology of artifically generated air bubbles
(left) and silicone oil droplets (right) during FlowCAM. Both are
spherical in nature. Note that the border of the air bubbles is thicker
and that the silicone oil displays a central reflective spot (Kim et al.,
2020)

.

FlowCAM identified the presence of subvisible particles in the protein solution, after
having been subjected to mechanical stress and syringes without (Fig. 2.16) or with silicone
lubrication (Fig. 2.17).

Figure 2.16: Characterization of a protein solution by FlowCAM.
The solution had been subjected to mechanical stress (flicking 5
times) and a syringe without silicone lubrication. The sample con-
tained amorphous stress-induced protein aggregates, which seemed
larger and denser (appeared darker) than the particles which were
found in the sample from the siliconized counterpart in Figure 2.17
below (Kim et al., 2020)

.
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The proteinaceous particles in the solution from the silicone free syringe appeared denser.
The authors suggested that this was because the protein aggregates self-associated in the ab-
scence of silicone (Kim et al., 2020).

Figure 2.17: Characterization of a protein solution by FlowCAM.
The solution had been subjected to mechanical stress (flicking 5
times) and a syringe with silicone lubrication. The sample contained
particles such as air bubbles (spherical with thick border), silicone
oil droplets (spherical with light lumen and thinner border) and
fibril-like protein-adsorbed silicone oil particles of varying shapes
and sizes (Kim et al., 2020)

.

It seems that it will be possible to distinguish the silicone oil droplets from other particles
by their sphericity. Thus, filtering by this particle property could be used to sort them from
other particles such as protein aggregates or chafed material from the device. A study by
Jiao et al. (2020) found that AR ratio was effective, for the distinguishing of silicone oil from
other particles in a protein solution without surfactant, when cutoff was set to 0.85. Some of
the oil particles were found to be wrongly classified because they consisted of fused droplets,
which had an more oblong shape. Studies which used multiparameter flow imaging models in
order to more accurately identify the silicone particles have been performed. But the gained
precision from using complex models have yet not proven to be beneficial (Jiao et al., 2020).

Kim et al. (2020) also examined the effect of dropping the filled syringes (Fig. 2.18). It
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was concluded that the drop gave rise to aggregate formation, which might be due to the
creation of short lived cavitation bubbles during the drop. The captured images from the
syringes with silicone showed that the formed protein aggregates now seemed to be more
like clumps, instead of the fibrillous structures seen above in Figure 2.17 (Kim et al., 2020).

Figure 2.18: Characterization of a protein solution by FlowCAM.
The solution had been subjected to mechanical stress (50 cm drop)
and a syringe with silicone lubrication (IgG in Profi). The sample
contained particles such as air bubbles (spherical with thick border),
silicone oil droplets (spherical with light lumen and thinner border)
and protein-adsorbed silicone oil particles (Kim et al., 2020)

.

Suggesting that there might be a link between the type of mechanical stress and the ag-
gregate morphology (Kim et al., 2020).
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2.3.4 SEC
Size exclusion chromatography build upon the principle that smaller particles will spend
more time in the stationary phase than larger particles. Thus, the larger the particle (in re-
lation to its hydrodynamic radius), the shorter will the retention time be. This is because
the stationary phase has pores which the smaller particles will enter, while the larger par-
ticles will pass by the pores and follow the mobile phase out of the column. Size exclusion
chromatography commonly used by the pharmaceutical industry for the investigation of ag-
gregation in protein solutions. The method is regarded as mild and have a low chance of
evoking conformational changes(Harris and Lucy, 2020; Fekete et al., 2014).

If an additional peak emerges for samples after mechanical stress, which elutes faster
than the peak seen in the native solution. Then these peaks are expected to be associated
with formed aggregates (Fig. 2.19 )Zhou et al. (2016).

Figure 2.19: Evaluation of a protein solution with the insulin analog
Lispro. The solution was incubated at 37◦C for 30 days and ana-
lyzed by size size exclusion at different days. The retention time is
presented on the x-axis and absorbance on y-axis. The incubation
lead to a gradual aggregate formation, as peaks which eluated faster
than the native peak emerged and grew larger as time passed. This
was accompanied by a decrease of the native peak area, which might
be due to consumption of the native protein to form aggregate Zhou
et al. (2016)

.

Peak area can also be used, a decrease in native form peak area is a sign that this form has
been lost, for example to create aggregates or by association to interfaces such as silicone oil
droplets (Harris and Lucy, 2020; Fekete et al., 2014).

The study by Zhou et al. (2016) will be used as inspiration for the settings and material
used when performing SEC analysis. The degree of aggregation will be evaluated by compar-
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ing the peak areas of the mechanically stressed samples against the peak area of the native
solution.
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Chapter 3

Methodology

3.1 Material

3.1.1 Chemicals
Following chemicals were used during experimentation (Table 3.1).

Table 3.1: Utilized chemicals.

Product Supplier CAS nr.

Insulin analog Sanofi 207748-29-6
Liquinox® Alconox Inc. 25155- 30-0
Trizma® base Sigma-Aldrich 77-86-1
Hydrochloric acid VWR 7647-01-0
Sodium dihydrogen Phosphate dihydrate Merck 13472-35-0
di-Sodium dihydrogen Phosphate dihydrate Merck 10028-24-7
Sodium chloride VWR 7647-14-5
Sodium azide VWR 26628-22-8
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3.1.2 Medical devices
Following syringes were used during experimentation (Table 3.2).

Table 3.2: Utilized syringes.

Product name Supplier Size Silicone Experiment

HENKE-JECT® HSW 5 mL Yes Syringe setup optimization
HENKE-JECT® HSW 3 mL Yes Syringe setup optimization
Terumo® Terumo 1 mL Yes Syringe setup optimization
Inject® Solo B. Braun 5 mL No Final output
Omnifix® B. Braun 5 mL Yes Final output

Following needles were used during experimentation (Table 3.3).

Table 3.3: Utilized needles.

Product name Supplier Gauge Size (mm) Experiment

Hypodermic needle
HENKE-JECT®

HSW 30G 0.3x12 Syringe setup optimization
and final output

Neolus® Terumo 27G 0.4x20 Syringe setup optimization
Microlance® 2 BD 25G 0.5x16 Syringe setup optimization

The 5 mL syringes in the final investigation, originated from the same manufacturer.
They had identical internal geometry and both had a barrel made from polypropylene. The
material of the plunger differed. The silicone free syringe had a plunger of polypropylene and
the siliconized syringe had a plunger of polyethylene (vwr, n.d.b,n).

3.1.3 Preparation of stock solutions
Preparation of 0.01 M HCl solution, 50 mM TRIS buffer (pH 8.0) and 3.5 mg/mL insulin
solution (pH 7.4), was done according to SOP (App. A and B). The insulin solution was
formulated without excipients, but had the same concentration and pH as the product on
market.
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3.2 Analytical method

3.2.1 NanoDrop

Instrument

Thermo Fisher Scientific NanoDrop ND-1000 Spectrophotometer, USA.

Method

The machine was reset with Milli-Q water, followed by blanking with a buffer containing 50
mM TRIS buffer and 0.01 M HCl solution in a 5:4 ratio. The absorbance was measured at
280 nm and concentration was determined by Beers Law. The extinction coefficient (0.9521
cm−1/mL/mg−1) was assumed to be the same for the oligomeric and monomeric state of the
native protein. Five absorbance measurements were performed and the average concentra-
tion was calculated. The insulin solution was diluted with buffer until concentration reached
approximately 3.5 mg/mL. The risk of residual protein deposit on the lens of the NanoDrop
was checked for by measuring buffer at the end of measurements.

3.2.2 Texture analyser

Instrument

Stable Micro Systems TA-XT2i Texture analyser with 5 kg loading cell, Great Britain.

Method

The force (N) was recorded by attaching a setup which fixated the device in a texture analyser
and allowed the arm of the analyser to operate the plunger. The total extrusion force (Ftotal)
was characterized in this Master thesis as the average total gliding force during expulsion
of fluid (Fig. 2.4) and the friction force of the system was defined by the average gliding
force. The friction force was measured on wetted syringes without needle. The degree of
mechanical stress on the fluid was evaluated according the amount of shear stress to which it
had theoretically been subjected to. As the protein concentration was low (3.5 mg/mL), the
viscosity of the insulin solution was assumed equal to water and to behave as a Newtonian
fluid.

All samples were recorded at room temperature (20 ◦C). The table of the texture analyser
gradually became warmer during operation and styrofoam was placed between sample and
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table to prevent heat transfer. Also, the time the sample spent on the table was minimized
as much as possible. The texture analyser had a max movement speed limit of 40 mm/s.

A crude setup involving tape was used for investigation of the syringe setup optimization,
where the solution consisted of water. Total force during expulsion was measured on manu-
ally prefilled syringes. Total force during aspiration (filling of the syringe) was measured by
letting the arm of the texture analyser operate a syringe with the needle immersed in a beaker
with water.

The total extrusion force was examined for three sizes of siliconized syringes (1, 3 and 5
mL) and three needle gauges (25G, 27G and 30G) at different plunger speeds. Friction force
during expulsion was measured in the range of 0.5 - 12 mm/s and total extrusion force in the
range of 0.5 - 40 mm/s.

The average total gliding force during aspiration was investigated for the 5 mL syringe
with the three above mentioned needle gauges. During filling, friction force was measured
at plunger speeds between 0.5 - 10 mm/s and total force at 0.5 - 8 mm/s. The data from this
preliminary investigation was then evaluated against theoretically calculated hydrodynamic
force (Eq. 2.4 and shear stress (Eq. 2.2)

The second design, with wood and welded part (Fig. 4.3a), was used for the gathering of
output from buffer with and without silicone.

Final output was gathered with the 3D printed syringe setup (Fig. 4.3b).

The hydrodynamic force and the shear stress was then estimated according to Equation
2.3 respectively 2.2.

3.2.3 DLS

Instrument

Malvern panalytical Zetasizer Nano ZS, Great Britain.

Method

No filtration was performed prior to DLS. Dilution series with untreated insulin solution,
encompassing 0.25 - 3.5 mg/mL, was created to find suitable concentration for DLS. Samples
were diluted with a buffer containing 50 mM TRIS buffer and 0.01 M HCl solution in a 5:4
ratio. Suitable concentration was found to be to 3.5 mg/mL (view result, Table 4.1). The final
investigation was performed as duplicates, with three measurement runs per each. Samples
were kept cooled in refrigerator and analyzed within 24 hours after treatment in syringe
setup. To ensure samples were representative, the test tube was turned upside down five times
before taking out samples. They were then compared to untreated native insulin solution.
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The duplicates consisting of 1 mL sample each, were put into polystyrene semi micro cuvettes
and analyzed by backscatter (173◦) at 25◦C. Viscosity of solution was assumed same as 25◦C
water.

3.2.4 SEC

Instrument

Thermo Fisher Scientific UltiMate 3000 HPLC, USA. Equipped with Tosoh Bioscience G300SWX
and TSK gel SWXL guard column, Japan,

Method

The test tube was tilted upside down five times before sample was taken out. The sample was
diluted to 1 mg/mL in a 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube and frozen. Sample was diluted with
a buffer containing 50 mM TRIS buffer and 0.01 M HCl solution in a 5:4 ratio. It was then
thawed and centrifuged for 10 min at 13400 rpm and visually checked for presence of pellet
in bottom. Thereafter, 200 µL supernatant was transferred to a glass vial, crimped closed,
installed in sample tray and kept at 6◦C. The mobile phase consisted of 100 mM Sodium
Phosphate buffer at pH 7 with 100 mM sodium chloride and 0,02 % Sodium azide. The flow
rate was set to 1 mL/min, sample time 17 min and injection volume was 10 µL. Three replicates
were investigated for each sample. During quantification, the total peak area of the native
samples were considered as 100 % and the peak area of the other samples were evaluated in
regards to them.

3.2.5 FlowCAM

Instrument

YOKOGAWA FlowCAM VS-IV-C B3, Japan.

Method

Measurements were performed with a 10x objective and a 100 µm by 2 mm Flow Cell. Aut-
ofocus was set with 15 µm beads, followed by manual focus fine tuning. Distance to nearest
neighbor was set to 0 µm, minimum diameter 2 µm (ESD) and flow rate was 0.150 mL/min.
No filtration was performed prior to FlowCAM. To ensure the sample was representative
and uniform, the test tube was turned upside down five times before loading the sample into
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funnel. Capturing of buffer which had undergone same treatment combination (the combi-
nation of three different speeds and two types of syringes) as the insulin solution would later
be exposed to, was performed to help identify which parameters that were helpful when
characterizing silicone oil particles. The buffer consisted of 50 mM TRIS buffer and 0.01
M HCl solution in a 5:4 ratio. Final investigation captured undiluted triplicates consisting
of 0.5 mL for each sample of insulin solution. Between each sample, the system was flushed
with 10 mL buffer, corresponding to ten times the system volume. When finished, Flow Cell
was cleaned with 2 % Liquinox at 5 mL/min, followed by flushing with Milli-Q water. This
ensured removal of silicone oil and protein particle residues.
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Chapter 4

Method development

4.1 DLS optimization
A dilution series was created and analyzed in order to explore suitable concentrations for
future investigations 4.1.

Table 4.1: DLS result from insulin dilution series of native insulin
(3.5 mg/mL). The following parameters are listed; concentration
(Conc.), size (Z-average), count rate, y-intercept of the correlogram
(y-intercept), the time it took to perform one measurement (time)
and quality report from software (Quality). The - denotes missing
data.

Conc.
(mg/mL)

Z-average
(nm)

Count
rate
(kcps)

y-intercept time (s) Quality

0.25 4.354-13.33 39.2 0.433-0.460 360 All error
0.5 4.521-4.625 61.3 0.635-0.638 267 All error
1.0 4.490-5.102 92.5 0.737-0.753 206 2/3 met
1.5 - 142 - 180 All met
2.0 4.993-5.144 221 0.842-0.846 145 All met
2.5 - 215 - - All met
3.0 - 377,2 0.871 - 2/3 met
3.5 5.077-5.135 434.4 0.869-0.870 124 All met
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The data in table 4.1 supports that 3.5 mg/mL was the most suitable concentration to
investigate by DLS. Concentrations of 0.25 - 1.0 mg/mL were unsuitable as they prompted
criteria complaints from the software, stating that data quality was too poor for distributive
and cumulative fitting. Quality criteria were met for all 1.5 mg/mL measurements, but was
less suitable than the higher concentrations as it was associated with low count rates. The
apparent size (Z-average) overlapped for 2 and 3.5 mg/mL, suggesting that concentrations
within this range are part of the DLS region. Their y-intercepts were almost similar, above
0.8, which indicated very good signal-to-noise ratio. The decrease in count rate between the
two roughly corresponded to the dilution factor, hence no further dilution of native sample
(3.5 mg/mL) was needed. This choice also offered the advantage of keeping the analysing time
as short as possible. The native insulin solution was found to be moderately polydisperse with
PDI between 0.17 - 0.20.

4.2 Syringe setup optimization
Needle gauges were evaluated on the basis of theoretical calculations of the shear stress (τw).The
theoretical shear stress was plotted as a function of needle gauge (Fig. 4.1).

Figure 4.1: The dependency between syringe size, needle gauge and
the theoretical shear stress. The plunger velocity was set as 2 mm/s.
The inner diameter for each gauge corresponded to conventional
sizes used in the industry.

.
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This data was part of the decision-making process regarding which three needle sizes and
syringes to investigate. The stress was calculated by combining Equation 2.2 with Equation
2.4. As expected, the highest mechanical stress was achieved when the largest syringe was
combined with the thinnest needle gauge (Fig. 4.1). At the same time, thinner needle and
larger syringe will lead to higher expulsion force. Thus, the question remained whether how
thin the needle could be, before the force became so high that the texture analyser suffered
from overload. To test this, a 5 mL syringe with 30G was filled with water and mounted in the
crude setup. It showed that the texture analyser was overloaded at forces around around 70N
and that the force was roughly 55 N at an expulsion speed of 2 mm/s. Thinner needles were
thus deemed not of interest, and it was decided to investigate 30G, 27G and 25G. The texture
analyser was used for preliminary investigation of 30G, 27G and 25G needles with 5, 3 and
1 mL syringes during expulsion and aspiration of 20◦C water. It should be noted that these
syringes and needles were not of the same as the ones used in the final setup (view. Tables
3.2 and 3.3), with the exception of the 30G needle. The friction forces of the wetted syringes
during ejection of air without needles, were relatively small and negligible in comparison to
the hydrodynamic forces at greater expulsion velocities. The friction was roughly 1.15 N for
the two larger syringes and 0.5 N for the 1 mL syringe.

Findings during expulsion were plotted against theoretical values, represented in Figure
4.2.

(a) 30G
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4. Method development

(b) 27G

(c) 25G

Figure 4.2: Plunger velocity dependence of the hydrodynamic force
during expulsion from three different needles (a, b and c) in com-
bination with the three different syringe sizes. Only velocities asso-
ciated with laminar flow (Re ≤ 2000) are presented in the graphs.
Linear fitting of observed data is represented by solid lines. Dashed
lines represent theoretic values originating from Equation 2.4.
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4.2 Syringe setup optimization

The matlab code which were used to create the plots can be found in Appendix C.

According to theory (Eq. 2.2), a higher hydrodynamic force is associated with the exertion
of higher mechanical stress (shear stress) on the expelled fluid. The goal of the final exper-
imental setup was to be able to efficiently collect information from an as large as possible
interval of shear stress during laminar flow, with the equipment at hand (texture analyser).
While at the same time acquiring a large enough sample volume for further analysing by DLS,
SEC and FlowCAM. This was best obtained by using the 5 mL syringe with 30G (Fig. 4.2a.
The smaller syringes were determined unsuitable for the task as they required faster expul-
sion velocities and yielded lower sample volumes. The output from aspiration with 5 mL and
the 30G syringe showed that an air pillar formed inside the syringe during the process even
at the lowest investigated speed (0.5 mm/s). This along with the time limit for this project,
led to the decision of running the aspiration at a constant speed of 0.1 mm/s during the final
investigation.

The expulsion force of the 5 mL syringe with 30G will be greater than 40N and thus
exceed the recommended force for manual injection. This was allowed to occur in the final
setup, as it was desirable to be able to describe fluid which had suffered greater mechanical
stress.

It was also of interest to investigate if the output supported that transition flow could be
reached in a clinical setting. The lower limit for transitional flow was assumed as Re ≤ 2000
for the needle. An rate of 0.3 mL/s during manual subcutaneous injection corresponds on
average to a plunger speed of 2.4 mm/s for a 5 mL syringe, 4.1 mm/s for a 3 mL syringe and
17.3 mm/s for a 1 mL syringe. For intramuskular injections, the rate (0.1 mL/s) corresponded
to a third of the plunger speeds given above for respective syringe size.

The output showed that there were combinations were transition flow could arise during
the manual use of siliconized syringes. But only during the subcutaneous injections, when 40
N and 0.3 mL/s were set as clinically relevant limits for the maximal acceptable injection force
and rate. Transitional flow could occur for the 3 and 1 mL syringe with 30G at injection forces
of 30 - 40 N respectively 10 - 15 N. The other combinations were only clinically relevant at
laminar flow.

Due to time restriction, paired with the gained knowledge from the preliminary study
and risk of cell overload, it was decided to limit the investigation to:

• Explore one syringe size (5 mL) and two types of syringes (with or without silicone).

• One needle gauge (30G).

• A constant and low withdrawal speed of the plunger (0.1 mm/s) for all samples.

• Three different expulsion speeds within the laminar flow area (0.1, 0.9 and 1.7 mm/s).
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4. Method development

• Three replicates for each combination of expulsion speed and syringe type.

Each run yielded 5 mL of sample, which was loaded into a plastic test tube. For com-
parison, the study included three replicates of insulin solution not subjected to mechanical
treatment by syringe (native). The solution in test test tube was then subjected to investi-
gation by DLS, SEC and FlowCAM. Due to error during investigation, one more replicate
had to be manufactured of the 0.1 and the 0.9 mm/s with silicone. Thus, the presence of one
more replicate for each of these combinations.
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4.3 Design of syringe probe

4.3 Design of syringe probe

A preliminary investigation of the analyser when operating 1, 3 and 5 mL syringes with 20◦C
water was done (Fig.4.2). During this trial, a crude setup which included electrical tape,
sellotape and cable ties was used to operate the syringe. This was then further developed and
resulted in the manufacture of a two part syringe holder (Fig. 4.3a).

(a) (b)

Figure 4.3: Syringe setups for the filling and emptying of a 5 mL.
The second design (a) consisted of an lower wooden part which held
the barrel, locked into place by a square plate washer and an upper
welded metal part which locked the plunger. Third and final 3D
printed design (b).

This setup was unfortunately associated with askewness of the plunger during operation,
resulting in abnormally high friction forces, which sometimes overloaded the loading cell.
Subsequently, a third and final syringe holder which built upon the same principles as the
former, was created by 3D printing (Fig. 4.3b). This design was responsible for the operation
of the 5 mL syringes during gathering of the final output.
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4. Method development

4.4 Selection of particle property
FlowCAM parameters for the categorizing of silicone oil from other aggregates, were inves-
tigated by comparing insulin solution in a non-siliconized to buffer in a siliconized syringe.
Both had been exposed to an expulsion speed of 1.7 mm/s. Visual inspection of captured par-
ticles revealed that the buffer held mostly silicone oil particles, which could be identified by
their smooth spherical appearance, with a dark border and they often contained a central re-
flective spot. The insulin solution on the other hand, primarily contained protein aggregates,
which presented as translucent or dark opaque amorphous particles, often fibrous in nature
with thinner and more irregular borders (Fig. 4.4).
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4.4 Selection of particle property
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4. Method development

Two parameters for particles≥ 5 µm were identified to be of interest for the identification
of silicone oil particles. (Fig. 4.5).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5: Mean circle fit (a) and mean aspect ratio (AR) (b) for
particles ≥ 5 µm in buffer from siliconized syringe and insulin so-
lution from silicon-free syringe. Three samples represent each (1, 2
and 3). Both of the solutions were exposed to expulsion speed 1.7
mm/s. Error bar denotes ± one standard deviation.

The two parameters were identified as the mean circle fit and the mean AR. The particles
associated to the buffer with silicone were closer to 1 for both parameters, while the score
was lower for the insulin solution without silicone (Fig. 4.5). This matched the the visual
inspection of silicone oil particles as being more spherical in nature. The cutoff for silicone
oil particle was determined to ≥ 0.85 for both parameters and particles in this range will
be referred to as spherical. This was chosen on the basis of being in between ± one standard
deviation for the buffer and protein solution. Visual inspection of the final output confirmed
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4.4 Selection of particle property

that this setting primarily presented silicone oil particles, while particles below 0.85 mainly
displayed captured protein aggregates. Thus, these setting were regarded as sufficient means
to distinguish silicone oil particles from protein aggregates when particle size was ≥ 5 µm.

No parameter for the separation of silicone from protein aggregates could be found for
particles ≤ 5 µm. Visual inspection of captured material also confirmed this. It revealed that
particles of this size often appeared unfocused to a degree of where their origin could not be
clearly determined.
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4. Method development
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Chapter 5

Results and discussion

Reader discretion is advised, this investigation was performed on insulin in buffer without
the presence of stabilizing agents which are otherwise present. Thus, the result does not
reflect the behavior of readily formulated insulin from the manufacturer and should not be
used to promote such assumptions.

5.1 NanoDrop
Three batches of insulin solution were created and used for the investigation of the final
result. The solutions were found to have the following concentrations (mg/mL) ; 3.46, 3.48
and 3.49.

5.2 Mechanical stress
The insulin solution was subjected to three different expulsion speeds and syringe with or
without silicone. No clouding was observed afterwards in any of the treated samples during
visual inspection. The average friction glide force of wet empty syringe (Fig. 5.1) and average
total glide force with solution was recorded by the texture analyser.
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5. Results and discussion

Figure 5.1: The average dynamic friction force at 0.1, 0.9 and 1.7
mm/s for the two types of syringes. The dashed lines in correspond
to the average friction force for each syringe type across all three
speeds.

.

Figure 5.1 shows that the frictional force was similar for the different combinations of
syringe type and speeds. The output from the syringe without silicone seems to be more
collected, indicating that the friction was more uniform for this syringe. Across expulsion
speeds, the average frictional force was determined to 11±1 N and 10±4 N for the syringe
without respectively with silicone.

The average hydrodynamic force was expressed as the difference between total glide force
and friction glide force. Figure 5.2 shows that there was a positive correlation between hydro-
dynamic force and the expulsion speed, which is consistent with Equation 2.4. Linear fitting
of data yielded y = 26x−6.0 with a goodness of fit R2 = 0.98 for the syringe without silicone.
For the type with silicone, the trend line was y = 24x + 1.6 with R2 = 0.82. Thus, the slope
of the relationship was similar for both syringe types, but the output from the siliconized sy-
ringe look as though it might be slightly larger. The output from the non-siliconized syringe
appears more tightly clustered and the lower goodness of fit for the siliconized syringe arises
mainly due to the presence of an outlier (4 N at 0.9 mm/s). An explanation for this outlier
could not be determined.
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5.2 Mechanical stress

Figure 5.2: The average dynamic friction force at 0.1, 0.9 and 1.7
mm/s for the two types of syringes. The dashed lines in correspond
to the average friction force for each syringe type across all three
speeds.

.

For the silicone-free syringe at 0.1 mm/s, the friction force of the wet empty syringe was
greater than the total force during expulsion of solution, resulting in negative hydrodynamic
force in Figure 5.2. This might be explained by the texture analyser, which had a tendency to
be inconsistent when measuring forces close to zero. It could also be explained by the gravi-
tational pull of the fluid pillar inside the syringe. Where the gravitational force overshadows
the smaller hydrodynamic force associated with emptying the syringe at the low speed of 0.1
mm/s.

The hydrodynamic force was used to theoretically calculate the shear stress on the solu-
tion at the barrel wall. The reasoning concerning the output from Figure 5.3 was consistent
with the one made for Figure 5.2, The conversion from hydrodynamic force to shear stress at
barrel wall essentially involves an multiplication of a constant (view Eq. 2.2). The linear rela-
tionship was y = 643x − 152 and y = 596x + 40.7 for the syringe with silicone respectively
without silicone (Fig. 5.3).
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5. Results and discussion

Figure 5.3: Theoretical shear stress at syringe barrel wall for the two
types of syringes at three different expulsion speeds (0.1, 0.9 and 1.7
mm/s). The dashed lines represent the linear fittings to the output
of each syringe type.

.

In total, the fluid had theoretically experienced a mechanical stress which ranged on av-
erage from 0 - 1000 N/m2 in the laminar flow area. The theoretical average shear stress was
-50.1, 351 and 978 N/m2 for respective speed in the non-siliconized syringe and 114, 549 and
1072 N/m2 for the siliconized.

All plotting in this section were made in Matlab, the code can be viewed in Appendix D.
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5.3 DLS

5.3 DLS
Figure 5.4 displays the whole intensity size distribution obtained from the DLS of native
solution and the different combinations of syringe type and expulsion speeds.

Figure 5.4: Complete intensity size distribution of native insulin
and the three different expulsion speeds (0.1, 0.9 and 1.7 mm/s) with
siliconized or non-siliconized syringe. Two peaks were identified,
one large at 5.6 nm (1) and one small at approximately 5 µm. Error
bar denotes ± one standard deviation.

Native - blue
With silicone 0.1 - red Without silicone 0.1 - turquoise
With silicone 0.9 - green Without silicone 0.9 - orange
With silicone 1.7 - purple Without silicone 1.7 - dark blue

.

The intensity distribution(Fig. 5.4), contained a major peak at 5.6 nm (Fig. 5.5) for all
combinations. This shows that the protein in the solution was mainly present in its hexamer
form. No difference in the appearance of this peak could be detected between any of the
combinations. There was no significant loss of peak height or shift of peak location. One
standard deviation encompassed all. This points toward that there was no discernible reduc-
tion of hexamer in order to form larger aggregates.
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5. Results and discussion

Figure 5.5: Close up of peak 1 in Figure 5.4. Intensity size distribu-
tion of native insulin and the three different expulsion speeds (0.1,
0.9 and 1.7 mm/s) with siliconized or non-siliconized syringe. Error
bar denotes ± one standard deviation.

Native - blue
With silicone 0.1 - red Without silicone 0.1 - turquoise
With silicone 0.9 - green Without silicone 0.9 - orange
With silicone 1.7 - purple Without silicone 1.7 - dark blue

.
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5.3 DLS

A small peak (Fig. 5.6), emerged at approximately 5 µm during 1.7 mm/s for both syringe
types and at 0.9 mm/s for siliconized syringes.

Figure 5.6: Close up of peak 2 in Figure 5.4. Intensity size distribu-
tion of native insulin and the three different expulsion speeds (0.1,
0.9 and 1.7 mm/s) with siliconized or non-siliconized syringe. Dot-
ted line represents with silicone 1.7 mm/s, dashed line represents
with silicone 0.9 mm/s and dash-dotted line represents without sil-
icone 1.7 mm/s. The other combinations displayed no peak. Error
bar denotes ± one standard deviation.

But, the emergence of the large aggregate could not be proven as its presence was incon-
sistent across outputs. This was reflected by the large standard deviation of peak nr. 2, which
can be seen in Figure 5.6.
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5. Results and discussion

No notable difference was observed between the native solution and the other combina-
tions regarding Z-average and PDI (Fig. 5.7).

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.7: Box and whisker plot of the Z-average (a) and PDI (b) of
native insulin and the three different expulsion speeds (0.1, 0.9 and
1.7 mm/s) with siliconized or non-siliconized syringe.

In general, Z-average was approximately 5.2 nm. The PDI ranged from 0.051-0.169, with
an average across all samples of 0.108. The output values implied that the native solution was
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5.3 DLS

monodisperse and remained relatively monodisperse after having been exposed to mechanical
stress.
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5. Results and discussion

5.4 FlowCAM
Investigation by FlowCAM revealed the following particle size distributions (Fig. 5.8).

Figure 5.8: Particle size distribution in the native insulin and the
three different expulsion speeds (0.1, 0.9 and 1.7 mm/s) with sili-
conized or non-siliconized syringe. Note that the y-axis for 10 - 25
µm and 25 - 50 µm are tenfold smaller than for the other two. Error
bar denotes ± one standard deviation.

In general, FlowCAM reveals that the majority of the particles were small and belonging
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5.4 FlowCAM

to the 2-5 µm fraction (Fig. 5.8). Unfortunately, this also represented the fraction where
the captured images often appeared unfocused and could not be categorized. The particle
concentration gradually decreased when particle size increased, and the 25-50 µm particles
represented the smallest fraction. For particles in the range of 2-10 µm, there might be a
trend of increased particle count at the highest expulsion speed.

The proportion of particles (≥ 5 µm) with circle fit or AR 0.85 - 1 for the native sample
and the different combinations are shown in Figure 5.9.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.9: The proportion of particles of size ≥ 5 µm, with circle
fit 0.85 - 1 (a) or aspect ratio (AR) 0.85 - 1 (b). Proportion output
for native insulin and the three different expulsion speeds (0.1, 0.9
and 1.7 mm/s) with siliconized or non-siliconized syringe. Error bar
denotes ± one standard deviation.

Circle fit and AR yielded similar proportions (Fig. 5.9). No difference in the proportions
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5. Results and discussion

of silicone oil particles could be determined between native solution and the silicon-free
syringe. The same was true for the siliconized syringe at the lowest speed. Higher expulsion
speeds in the siliconized syringe, led to a greater proportion of silicone particles and they
made up roughly 50 % of the particles. This suggested that the increase in speed lead to more
silicone being transferred from syringe to solution.

The particle morphology of the insulin solutions from siliconized and non-siliconized sy-
ringe at the highest expulsion speed (1.7 mm/s), can be viewed in Figure 5.10 on the next page.
The siliconized syringe led to the introduction of silicone oil droplets. Note that occasional
silicone oil droplets could be observed in the samples from the non-siliconized syringe. As
mentioned before, the manufacturer commonly coats the needle silicone and this practice
probably explains their presence. No clear difference in the protein aggregate morphology
could be observed between the two different syringe types and there seemed to be a trend to
form rod-shaped aggregates. This trend further suggests that it was appropriate to categorize
by sphericity
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5.4 FlowCAM
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5. Results and discussion

The proportion of spherical (mainly silicone oil particles) and non-spherical particles
(mainly protein aggregates) in native insulin and in the different combinations was compared.
The circle fit and the AR yielded similar counts and seemed to preform equally well. Thus,
only the output by circle fit will be presented (Fig. 5.11).

Figure 5.11: The particle count of spherical (blue) and non-spherical
particles (patterned beige) (size≥ 5 µm) according to mean circle Fit.
Native insulin and the three different expulsion speeds (0.1, 0.9 and
1.7 mm/s) with siliconized and non-siliconized syringe. The output
and y-axis represents particles/mL. Spherical was defined as having
circle fit of 0.85-1.

.

Figure 5.11 shows that the protein aggregate concentration was lowest for the native solu-
tion which had never been subjected to any mechanical stress. The concentration of protein
aggregates rose for the non-siliconized syringe as the speed increased. This confirmed what
other studies had found, increase in mechanical stress leads to increased formation of protein
aggregates. The same pattern was not observed in the siliconized syringe, where the concen-
tration remained roughly the same across the different expulsion speeds and was only slightly
higher than for the native solution. The observed lack of increase in protein aggregates for
the siliconized syringes agree with the findings of other studies. The reason behind the lack
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5.4 FlowCAM

has been suggested to be because the protein will adsorb to the interface of the oil particles.
Figure 5.11 also shows that the concentration of silicone oil particles was roughly tenfold

higher for the siliconized syringe at the two higher expulsion speeds (0.9 and 1.7 mm/s), and
the count rose with increased speed. The total count of spherical particles was roughly the
same across the five other combinations. It seems that the lowest expulsion speed exerted
a shear stress which was not enough to increase the release of silicone. The observed rise in
higher silicone oil particle count with increasing amount of mechanical stress, was consistent
with other studies of siliconized syringes.

It should be noted that no regard to standard deviation was taken during the assumptions
from Figure 5.11. Further investigation involving generation of more replicates and statistical
testing would be recommended before assuming that there was a definite link between for
example expulsion speed and degree of protein aggregation for the non-siliconized syringe.
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5. Results and discussion

5.5 SEC

The samples appeared clear after thawing and no pellet at bottom of the tube was observed in
any of them after centrifugation. The chromatogram displayed one peak across all samples.
When compared, the peaks from the mechanically stressed samples shared an almost identical
retention time with the native samples (Fig. 5.12).

Figure 5.12: Box and whisker plot of retention time (min) for the
native samples and each combination.

.

The mechanical stress and lubrication did not seem to have had an affect on the retention
time (Fig. 5.12). The average retention time across all samples was 11.51± 0.04 min. Thus, the
observed peak corresponded to the native forms of insulin. There seemed to be no indication
of shift in the population of inhabited native forms and no emergence of potential aggregates
could be observed in the chromatogram.

Figure 5.13, shows that the relative peak area was close to 100 % for all combinations and
that the concentration of native form appeared lower for the samples from the siliconized
syringes. The peak area was approximately 2.5 % lower than the untreated native sample,
which represented a native protein loss of 87.5 µg/mL sample
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5.5 SEC

Figure 5.13: Box and whisker plot of % Peak area for the native sam-
ples and each combination. Peak area is given in relation to the av-
erage peak area of the native samples (which was set to 100 %).

.

The peak height was then evaluated (Fig. 5.14).

Figure 5.14: Box and whisker plot of % Peak height for the native
samples and each combination. Peak height is given in relation to
the average peak height of the native samples (which was set to 100
%).

.
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5. Results and discussion

This was performed to find out if the area loss was primarily associated to height, or if it
was due to narrowing of the peak. Peak height for each combination, were given in relation
to the average peak height of the native samples. The smaller area seems to be due to loss
of peak height (Fig. 5.13), and the lower concentration in siliconized syringes was therefore
regarded to mainly be due to loss of the most inhabited native protein forms.

A loss of 2.5 % might appear small at a first glance, but, when looking at the bigger picture
it was actually quite large. The silicone interface area of the particles which were found dur-
ing FlowCAM (Fig. 5.8), was estimated for the group which had been subjected to 1.7 mm/s
and a siliconized syringe. The estimation was made under the assumption that silicone oil
constituted roughly 50 % (Fig. 5.9) of the particles across sizes, and that the rest was protein
aggregates. It was also assumed that the protein surface load was 1 mg/m2. No considera-
tions regarding packing or protein denaturation during adsorption were made. The silicone
oil interface surface area was approximately 464*10−9 m2/mL solution after the mechanical
stress. This meant that the silicone oil particles could theoretically adsorb roughly 464*10−6

µg/mL, which only represented 5 ppm of the the protein loss found by SEC.
As some of the protein loss will also be in the form of aggregates, this loss was also es-

timated theoretically from the same FlowCAM output (Fig. 5.8). The protein aggregates
were assumed as dense spheres with a density of 1.3 g/mL. The theoretical native protein loss
due to aggregation was calculated to 1.82*10−12 µg/mL. Thus, the native protein loss due
to pure protein aggregation was in theory significantly lower than the loss due to interface
adsorption.

Thus, the formed silicone oil interface might contribute more to the loss than the formed
aggregates, and only 5 ppm of the loss could be explained by the found particles in this inves-
tigation. It should be noted that FlowCAM only captured particles ≥ 2 µm, and the distribu-
tion pattern seems to display a trend were the particle count increases as the size decreases.
The smaller particles might potentially present a large proportion of the particle area, how
large is not known and their contribution to the loss could therefore not be included. Other
sources of loss could for example be adsorption to interfaces of the device (syringe and nee-
dle) and other equipment which was used during the investigation. Further, some studies
have found that FlowCAM was only able to capture a part of the particles in the investi-
gated solution, not all. The real concentration is probably higher than the one obtained by
FlowCAM and this should also be taken into consideration.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

This investigation managed to develop a method which could be used to describe the forma-
tion of subvisible particles in a syringe with needle during expulsion. The method involved
development of a functioning probe, which made it possible for the texture analyser to exert
and measure the expulsion force. The known force could then be translated to a theoretically
estimated amount of shear stress, which represented how much mechanical stress the solu-
tion had been subjected to. Formation and size distribution of subvisible particles could be
described by FlowCAM, while loss of native protein could be confirmed by SEC.

The following could be concluded:

• The in-house 3D printed probe, turned out to be an cost-effective alternative compared
to other products on the market. It costed approximately one tenth of the commer-
cially available probes and performed well.

• The investigation was possible to carry out within the set time frame. Theoretical cal-
culations and experimental work was performed to support the choice of scope. Flow-
CAM investigation showed that two parameters regarding particle sphericity, circle
fit and AR, were useful when separating silicone oil particles from protein aggregates.
Cutoff at 0.85 was effective for characterization of particles ≥ 5 µm. This was con-
firmed by visual inspection. Particles ≤ 5 µm were captured out of focus and this frac-
tion could not be properly characterized by FlowCAM. This was problematic as they
accounted for the majority of the found particles. For example 70 % of the particles in
the output from siliconized syringes at 1.7 mm/s were 2 - 5 µm.
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6. Conclusion

• The insulin solution had experienced shear stress at laminar flow, which in theory
roughly ranged from 0 - 1000 N/m2 during expulsion. There was a positive correlation
between plunger speed and the average hydrodynamic force, which was quite linear.
The average dynamic friction force remained relatively constant across the different
speeds and syringe types. The siliconized syringe was associated with a larger variation
in force than the non-siliconized syringe.

• The DLS revealed that the insulin molecules were mainly present in their hexamer
form at a concentration of 3.5 mg/mL and had a hydrodynamic diameter of 5.6 nm.
Exposure to mechanical stress might promote the formation of 5 µm particles. But,
the output was inconsistent and their presence could therefore not be reliably proven
by DLS.

• According to FlowCam, shear stress led to increased concentrations of particles ≥ 2
µm. The increase was mainly due to protein aggregate formation in the non-siliconized
syringe, while it was mainly due to silicone oil droplet formation in the siliconized
syringe. Increased expulsion speed did not seem to give rise to increased concentration
of protein aggregates for the siliconized syringe. Meanwhile, SEC showed that the
siliconized syringe was associated with a substantial (2.5 %) loss of native protein. Other
studies have suggested that his phenomenon can be due to adsorption of protein to
the silicone oil interface or protein aggregation. The loss for the siliconized syringe
at 1.7 mm/s was theoretically estimated from the particle distribution. The oil droplet
interface seemed to represent a larger cause of loss than the protein aggregates. In total,
the particles were found to only account for an extremely small part (5 ppm) of the loss
found by SEC. Either were the assumptions during the theoretical calculations wrong,
or other sources of loss were present. For example, in the form of smaller particles
which belonged to the part of the size distribution which could not be described by
FlowCAM, or FlowCAM underestimated the real particle count. The loss could also
be due to the adsorption to other interfaces, such as the syringe, needle or equipment
used for storage of sample.

• The 5 mL syringe with 30G and an expulsion speed of 0.9 mm/s, was within the limits
of a manual subcutaneous injection, It was associated with a rise in the concentration
of subvisible particles and loss of native protein. This scenario had the potential to
arise in a clinical setting in real life.
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Chapter 7

Future outlook

The next step would be to create more replicates for the syringe without silicone for inves-
tigation by FlowCAM, to statistically establish whether there is a significant relationship
between plunger speed during expulsion and the protein aggregate concentration.

To facilitate the sorting of captured silicone particles from protein aggregates, it would
be favourable to design an automatic categorisation for the capturing of future samples by the
FlowCAM. The categorization filter could be based upon the two parameters, AR and circle
Fit, which describe sphericity. Appropriate cutoff value could be 0.85 for both parameters.
Where higher scores represented the circular silicone particles and lower than 0.85 repre-
sented the amorphous protein aggregates. To further improve the sorting, visual inspection
could be combined with the automatic categorization. Occasional particles which had been
placed in the wrong category, could hereby be visually identified and manually moved into
the proper category.

The fraction of small particles (2-5 µm) constituted the largest proportion, but they could
not be categorized due to problems with focus. The focus could possibly be improved by
changing the objective and flow Cell to 20X/50 µm. Note should be taken that a change to
thinner Flow Cell might be associated with clogging, which can be solved by dilution of the
sample. Characterization by FlowCAM could possibly be further improved by utilizing the
fluorescent mode or by finding some way to colour the silicone oil droplets without disturb-
ing the protein. Further, a larger part of the particle size distribution could be described, if
a FlowCAM Nano was paired with the currently used model.

This investigation only examined the effect of stress during expulsion at laminar flow.
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7. Future outlook

The preliminary syringe setup optimization showed that it was possible to reach transitional
flow during manual subcutaneous injection in a clinical setting. Further studies involving
transitional flow and its effect on subvisible particles, could be performed by investigating
for example 30G and a syringe size which lies between 1 and 3 mL.

The effect of dead space between the syringe nozzle and the needle hub could also be
investigated. Dead space will lead to an unavoidable aspiration of air during the operation
of the syringe, and air interfaces are known to potentially affect protein aggregation by ad-
sorption to the interface.

Other studies could involve the effect of mechanical stress due to aspiration, as this was
also not explored during this investigation. This type of study would require the use of a
larger needle lumen or smaller syringe, as the 5 mL syringe with 30G displayed forces close
to overload already at low aspiration speeds (0.1 mm/s).

To facilitate such studies, the homebuilt probe would need to be further improved, so that
it would be able to operate other syringes than 5 mL. For example by 3D printing something
that could be slipped around the smaller syringe, and allow it to fit snugly in the hole of the
lower part of the probe. Another possibility would be to print a completely new version of
the probe, which build upon the design, but allowed operation of different syringe sizes.
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Appendix A

SOP insulin solution
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Procedure: 

All glassware to be used will be labelled with the analysts’ initials, the date and contents. 

Preparation of filtered 20 mL 3.5 mg/mL insulin stock solution pH 7.4  

1. Calibrate pH meter. Retrieve Milli-Q water and paper for cleaning pH probe. 

2. Using an analytical balance, weigh each of the 20 mL glass vials with lid. Label them and mark 

them “prov 1” and “prov 2”. 

3. Use a microspatula to weigh out 35 mg of insulin powder in each of the glass vials. Check and 

make sure all the powder is deposited in the bottom of the vials. 

4. Add 5 mL of 50 mM TRIS buffert with the 500-5000 µL Eppendorf pipette to each of the vials. 

Weigh them. 

5. Move the vials carefully with the bottom running along the table surface in figure of eights 

until the powder is dissolved. 

6. Measure pH (should be around 7.8).  

7. Add 4 mL of 0.01 M HCl with the 500-5000 µL Eppendorf pipette to each of the vials. Move 

vials carefully in figure of eights. Measure pH (should be around 7.4).  

8. Weigh the vials. 

9. Create a blank by measuring 5 mL 50 mM TRIS buffert and 4 mL 0.01 M HCl with the 500 – 

5000 µL Eppendorf pipette and mix it in a plastic test tube with lid. 

10. Check insulin concentration with Nanodrop. Use 10 µL pipette tips without filter.  

• OBS! Before use check two things: 1) Do not use the equipment if the grey machine 

(Rotorgene) next to it is running. 2) Check light on box (dosan), lamp no. 1 should be 

glowing green = the correct computer is in use.  

• Open NO 1000 icon. 

• Enter Protein A280. 

• Remove cotton from lens, moisten paper with deionised water and clean lens. 

• Deposit 1 µL of deionised water on the lens (no bubbles), close and press “Okay”. 

• Open and wipe lens with dry paper. 

• Blank: deposit 1 µL of blank on the lens and close. Press “Okay”. 

• Open, moisten paper with deionised water and clean lens, then wipe lens with dry 

paper. 

• Sample: sample type, choose other protein (E&MW). Enter e = 5.734 cm-1M-1 and M 

= 5822.64 g/mol. 

• Deposit 2 µL of sample on lens, close and measure concentration.  

• 3 replicates for each vial. Clean between each by: open, moisten paper with 

deionised water and clean lens, then wipe lens with dry paper, add new sample and 

close. 

• Concentration should be slightly higher than 3.5 mg/mL  (roughly 3.89 mg/mL) as it 

was diluted to 9 mL. 

11. If concentration higher than 3.5 mg/mL, dilute with blank. Check pH is still 7.4 and measure 

concentration with Nanodrop? 

12. Allow to equilibrate 1 hour. 

13. Filter the 2 solutions using 10 mL syringe with a 0.2 µm filter into 2 sterile and labelled glass 

vials with rubber lids, take out sample for DLS and put rest in fridge. 



Appendix B

SOP TRIS buffer and 0.01 M HCl
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Procedure: 

All glassware to be used will be labelled with the analysts’ initials, the date and contents. 

Preparation of filtered 200 mL 50 mM TRIS buffer pH 8.0 

1. Calibrate pH meter. 

2. Using an analytical balance, weigh the cleaned and labelled 400 mL glass beaker. 

3. Use a spoon to weigh out 1.2114 g of Tris base powder on a clean weighing paper. 

4. Transfer the material from the weighing paper to the 400 mL glass beaker. 

5. Weigh the now empty weighing paper, subtract weight of eventual powder residue on paper 

from 0.788 g to get total amount transferred to beaker. 

6. Weigh the beaker while adding 190 g (=190 mL) of Milli-Q water to the beaker. Pour first, 

then top off last weight with a plastic transfer pipette.  

7. Note weight of beaker with water and weigh the magnetic flea. 

8. Add the magnetic flea and place beaker on a magnetic stirrer, start stirring. Allow adequate 

time for the solid Tris to dissolve completely. 

9. Install pH probe in beaker, measure pH (should be around 10.52). 

10. Add 6 mL of 1 M HCl with a glass measuring cylinder, stir, allow equilibrize and measure pH 

(should be around 8.12). 

11. Carefully titrate 1 M HCl in a dropwise fashion with plastic transfer pipette, stir, allow 

equilibrize and measure pH until pH reaches 8.00. (Roughly 0.5 mL will be needed). 

12. Weigh beaker, subtract from it the weight of magnetic flea and the weight of the beaker 

when containing the 190 mL of Milli-Q water. The difference in weight is equal to the amount 

of added 1 M HCl. 

13. Further add an amount of Milli-Q water equal to 10 g minus the amount of added 1 M HCl 

with a plastic transfer pipette while weighing the beaker. The total added weight of Milli-Q 

water and 1 M HCl should be 200 g in finished solution. 190 g of Milli-Q water has already 

been added (step 6). 

14. Filter the solution using a 50 mL syringe with a 0.2 µm filter and divide into two cleaned and 

labelled 150 mL flasks with lid. 

 

Preparation of filtered 100 mL 0.01 M HCl 

1. Transfer 1 mL 1 M HCl with an Eppendorf pipette into a 100 mL volumetric flask. 

2. Add Milli-Q water until a volume of 100 mL is reached. 

3. Filter the solution using a 50 mL syringe with a 0.2 µm filter into a cleaned and labelled 150 

mL flask with lid. 

Sterilisation of equipment 

1. Gather the two flasks of TRIS buffer, one flask 0.01 M HCl and the 20 mL glass vials. 

2. Check the water level of the autoclave and add water if water level is low. 

3. Loosen the lids of the flasks and install all equipment in the autoclave. Put lid on autoclave. 

4. Autoclave at 120°C, 20 min. Allow cooldown for at least 20 min before removal. 

5. Tighten the lids of the flasks and put equipment in fridge. 

 

 



Appendix C

Matlab script syringe setup optimization

% friction force 5,3 and 1 mL syringe

% examined speed (mm/s) respective syringe
v_fric_5mL = [0.5 1 1.25 2];
v_fric_3mL = [2 4 6 10];
v_fric_1mL = [1 8 12];

% friction force (N) syringe at examnied speeds

% 5 mL
F_fric_5mL = [0.97 1.45 1.22 0.9

1.26];

% belonging speed vector
v_5mL = [0.5 1 1 1.25 2];

F_fric_5mL_average = [0.97 mean( F_fric_5mL (2:3)) 0.9
1.26]; % averagefriction force at each speed

F_fric_5mL_total_average = repmat(mean( F_fric_5mL )
,1 ,100); % total averagefriction force , repeated
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in 1x100 vector

% 3 mL
F_fric_3mL = [1.5 0.8 1.2 1.7

1.1 0.9 1 1.7
1.20 0.7 1 1.6];

% friction force

% belonging friction force vector
F_fric_3mL_vector = [1.5 1.1 1.2 0.8 0.9 0.7 1.2 1 1

1.7 1.7 1.6];
% speed vector
v_3mL = [2 2 2 4 4 4 6 6 6 10 10 10];

F_fric_3mL_average = [mean( F_fric_3mL (: ,1)) mean(
F_fric_3mL (: ,2)) mean( F_fric_3mL (: ,3)) mean(
F_fric_3mL (: ,4))]; % averagefriction force at each

speed
F_fric_3mL_total_average = repmat(mean(

F_fric_3mL_average ) ,1 ,100); % total
averagefriction force , repeated in 1x100 vector

% 1 mL
F_fric_1mL = [0.1 0.30 0.4 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.7];

% 2, 3 and 4 at 8 mm/s
% 5, 6 and 7 at 12 mm/s.

% belonging speed vector
v_1mL = [1 8 8 8 12 12 12];

F_fric_1mL_average = [0.1 mean( F_fric_1mL (2:4)) mean(
F_fric_1mL (5: end))]; % averagefriction force at
each speed

F_fric_1mL_total_average = repmat(mean( F_fric_1mL )
,1 ,100); % total averagefriction force , repeated
in 1x100 vector
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%%
% plot of friction force as funktion of speed for

three different syringes

% 5 mL syringe
figure (1)
plot (v_5mL ,F_fric_5mL ,'gd','MarkerFaceColor ','g');
hold on
plot (v_fric_5mL , F_fric_5mL_average ,'g:'); % average

for each speed
hold on
plot( linspace (0, v_fric_5mL (end)),

F_fric_5mL_total_average ,'g--'); % total average (
average for all speeds)

xlabel('expulsion velocity , mm/s');
ylabel('Friction force , N');
title ('Friction force 5 mL syringe ');
legend ('Observation ','Mean each velocity ','Total

mean ');
hold off

%%
% 3 mL syringe
figure (2)
plot (v_3mL , F_fric_3mL_vector ,'bd','MarkerFaceColor ',

'b');
hold on
plot (v_fric_3mL , F_fric_3mL_average ,'b:'); % average

for each speed
hold on
plot( linspace (0, v_fric_3mL (end)),

F_fric_5mL_total_average ,'b--');

xlabel('expulsion velocity , mm/s');
ylabel('Friction force , N')
title ('Friction force 3 mL syringe ')
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legend ('Observation ','Mean each velocity ','Total
mean ');

hold off

%%
% 1 mL syringe
figure (3)
plot (v_1mL ,F_fric_1mL ,'rd','MarkerFaceColor ','r');
hold on
plot (v_fric_1mL , F_fric_1mL_average ,'r:'); % average

for each speed
hold on
plot( linspace (0, v_fric_1mL (end)),

F_fric_1mL_total_average ,'r--');

xlabel('expulsion velocity , mm/s');
ylabel('Friction force , N')
title ('Friction force 1 mL syringe ');
legend ('Observation ','Mean each velocity ','Total

mean ');
hold off

%%
% Expulsionsforce 5, 3, and 1 mL syringe with 30G, 27

G and 25G needle , water

% Observations
% 5 mL syringe

% 30G diffferent speeds
v_30G_5mL = [0.5 1 1 1 1.5 1.5 1.5

2 2 2]; % mm/s, speedvector
F_30G_5mL = [11.9 23.8 25.8 21.5 38 38.3 38.1

55.8 54 57.8]; % expulsionsforcevector
F_30G_5mL_hydro = F_30G_5mL -

F_fric_5mL_total_average (1); % vector without
friction
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% 27G diffferent speeds
v_27G_5mL = [0.5 0.5 1 1 1 1.5 1.5 1.5

2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4
4 4.5 4.5 4.5]; % mm/s, speedvector

F_27G_5mL = [3.8 5 5.3 9 3.4 7.9 8.9 7.9
13 13.1 13.1 24.6 25.4 24.9 39 39.3 40.1
48.8 48 55.7];% expulsionsforcevector

F_27G_5mL_hydro = F_27G_5mL -
F_fric_5mL_total_average (1); % vector without
friction

% 25G diffferent speeds
v_25G_5mL = [1 1 1 3 3 3 5

5 5 6.5 6.5 6.5]; % mm/s,
speedvector

F_25G_5mL = [2.8 1.9 2.4 12.1 12.1 12.3 31.5
33.2 33.9 56 56 55.6]; %
expulsionsforcevector

F_25G_5mL_hydro = F_25G_5mL -
F_fric_5mL_total_average (1); % vector without
friction

%%
% 3 mL syringe

% 30G diffferent speeds
v_30G_3mL = [1 1 1 1.5 1.5 1.5

2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4]; % mm
/s, speedvector

F_30G_3mL = [8.6 7.2 6.4 11.2 10.8 10.7 17
16.5 17.8 28.5 28 27.5 44.8 45]; %
expulsionsforcevector

F_30G_3mL_hydro = F_30G_3mL -
F_fric_3mL_total_average (1); % vector without
friction
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% 27G diffferent speeds
v_27G_3mL = [1.5 1.5 1.5 2 2 2 3 3

3 4.5 4.5 4.5 6 6 6 8 8
8 9 9 9 ]; % mm/s, speedvector

F_27G_3mL = [3.3 2.6 3 4.7 4.2 3.9 7.8 7.6
7.9 14 13.8 13.4 21 21 20.4 36.8 37.9

37.7 46.4 46.9 48.1]; % expulsion force
vector

F_27G_3mL_hydro = F_27G_3mL -
F_fric_3mL_total_average (1); % vector without
friction

% 25G diffferent speeds
v_25G_3mL = [3 3 3 5 5 5 6.5

6.5 6.5 8 8 8 10 10
10 12 12 12]; % mm/s, speedvector

F_25G_3mL = [4.7 4.3 4.2 8.7 8.2 8.7 12.8
12.9 12.6 18.2 18.2 18.3 30.2 30.2 30.4
42.8 42.9 43]; % expulsionsforcevector

F_25G_3mL_hydro = F_25G_3mL -
F_fric_3mL_total_average (1); % vector without
friction

%%
% 1 mL syringe

% tendency friction increase linear with speed
% linear fitting of friction gave:
% friction_1mL = 0.0411* v + 0.013; % N

% 30G diffferent speeds
v_30G_1mL = [ 1 1 1 1.5 1.5 1.5

2 2 2 2 3 3 3 4
4 4 4 10 10 10 20

20 20]; % mm/s, speedvector
F_30G_1mL = [0.16 0.27 0.16 0.37 0.24 0.33 0.63

0.58 0.97 0.7 1.19 1.22 1.23 2.3 1.48 1.68
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1.72 6.25 5.46 5.79 17.68 17.91 17.55]; %
expulsions force vector

F_30G_1mL_hydro = F_30G_1mL - 0.0411.* v_30G_1mL +
0.013; % vector without friction

% 27G diffferent speeds
v_27G_1mL = [1.5 10 10 10 15 15

15 20 20 20 25 25 25
30 30 30];% mm/s, speedvector

F_27G_1mL = [0.31 2.21 1.91 1.9 3.33 3.17
3.24 4.27 4.49 4.56 4.16 4.3 4.54 4.54

4.34 4.24]; % expulsionsforcevector
F_27G_1mL_hydro = F_27G_1mL - 0.0411.* v_27G_1mL +

0.013; % vector without friction

% 25G diffferent speeds
v_25G_1mL = [10 10 10 15 20 20

20 30 30 30 40 40 40];
% mm/s, speedvector

F_25G_1mL = [1.23 1.39 1.42 2.1 2.74 2.73
2.91 2.64 2.8 2.9 2.86 2.84 2.78]; %
expulsionsforcevector

F_25G_1mL_hydro = F_25G_1mL - 0.0411.* v_25G_1mL +
0.013; % hydrodynamic force vector , frictionen go

%%
% OBS !!! check for limit for laminary flow (for Re

>2000 theoretical equations not valid)
% Reynolds tal?
%Re = speed vfluid* hydraulic diameter / kinematic

viskosity water

% hydraulisc diameter = needle diameter

kin_viscosity_water = 1.004*10^ -6; % m2/s, water 20
grader

% fluid speed in needle?
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% v = F/A
% A = cross section area needle = pi*

r_needle ^2
% F = flow in syringe = speed syringe *cross

section area syringe
% = v_syringe *pi* r_syringe ^2
% dvs v_needle = ( v_syringe *pi* r_syringe ^2

)/pi* r_needle ^2 = v_syringe * r_syringe ^2 / r_needle
^2

% Inner diameter syringe and needle ...?
% length needle?
L_30G = 12*10^ -3; % m,length 30G needle
L_27G = 20*10^ -3; % m,length 27G needle
L_25G = 16*10^ -3; % m,length 25G needle

% inner radie needle?
r_30G = confidential
r_27G = confidential
r_25G = confidential

% inner radie syringe ?
r_5mL = confidential
r_3mL = confidential
r_1mL = confidential

% what speed does it take in respective needle for Re
>2000?

v_Re2000_30G = 2000* kin_viscosity_water /(2* r_30G); %
13.5219 m/s for 30G needle

v_Re2000_27G = 2000* kin_viscosity_water /(2* r_27G); %
9.4494 m/s for 27G needle

v_Re2000_25G = 2000* kin_viscosity_water /(2* r_25G); %
8.032 m/s for 25G needle

% at what expulsionsspeed is limit for not purely
laminar flow respective syringe and needle
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combination ?
% 5 mL syringe
v_Re2000_30G_5mL = ( v_Re2000_30G *r_30G ^2) /( r_5mL ^2);

% m/s, limit at 1.9 mm/s for 5mL with 30G
v_Re2000_27G_5mL = ( v_Re2000_27G *r_27G ^2) /( r_5mL ^2);

% m/s, limit at 2.7 mm/s for 5mL with 27G
v_Re2000_25G_5mL = ( v_Re2000_25G *r_25G ^2) /( r_5mL ^2);

% m/s, limit at 3.2 mm/s for 5mL with 25G

% 3 mL syringe
v_Re2000_30G_3mL = ( v_Re2000_30G *r_30G ^2) /( r_3mL ^2);

% m/s, limit at 3.2 mm/s for 3mL with 30G
v_Re2000_27G_3mL = ( v_Re2000_27G *r_27G ^2) /( r_3mL ^2);

% m/s, limit at 4.5 mm/s for 3mL with 27G
v_Re2000_25G_3mL = ( v_Re2000_25G *r_25G ^2) /( r_3mL ^2);

% m/s, limit at 5.3 mm/s for 3mL with 25G

% 1 mL syringe
v_Re2000_30G_1mL = ( v_Re2000_30G *r_30G ^2) /( r_1mL ^2);

% m/s, limit at 13.5 mm/s for 1mL with 30G
v_Re2000_27G_1mL = ( v_Re2000_27G *r_27G ^2) /( r_1mL ^2);

% m/s, limit at 19.3 mm/s for 1mL with 27G
v_Re2000_25G_1mL = ( v_Re2000_25G *r_25G ^2) /( r_1mL ^2);

% m/s, limit at 22.7 mm/s for 1mL with 25G

%%
% theoretical equation for calculation of

hydrodynamic force
% Kan then be plotted and compaired to collected data

% based on Hagen - Poiseuille equation
% F_hydro = (8* pi** v_b*my*L_n*r_b ^4/ r_n ^4)

my_water = 1.0016*10^ -3; % Pa s, dynamic viscosity of
water at 20 degree celcius

% theoretic hydrodynamic force
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% 5 mL
v_hydro_30G_5mL = linspace (0, v_Re2000_30G_5mL *10^3);

% mm/s, linear speed of stopper , vector
containing the velocity below Re =2000

F_hydro_30G_5mL = ((8* pi* my_water *L_30G *( r_5mL ^4))/(
r_30G ^4)).*( v_hydro_30G_5mL .*10^ -3); % N,
hydrodynamic force 5mL syringe with 30G

v_hydro_27G_5mL = linspace (0, v_Re2000_27G_5mL *10^3);
% mm/s, linear speed of stopper , vector

containing the velocity below Re =2000
F_hydro_27G_5mL = ((8* pi* my_water *L_27G *( r_5mL ^4))/(

r_27G ^4)).*( v_hydro_27G_5mL .*10^ -3); % N,
hydrodynamic force 5mL syringe with 27G

v_hydro_25G_5mL = linspace (0, v_Re2000_25G_5mL *10^3);
% mm/s, linear speed of stopper , vector

containing the velocity below Re =2000
F_hydro_25G_5mL = ((8* pi* my_water *L_25G *( r_5mL ^4))/(

r_25G ^4)).*( v_hydro_25G_5mL .*10^ -3); % N,
hydrodynamic force 5mL syringe with 25G

% 3 mL
v_hydro_30G_3mL = linspace (0, v_Re2000_30G_3mL *10^3);

% mm/s, linear speed of stopper , vector
containing the velocity below Re =2000

F_hydro_30G_3mL = ((8* pi* my_water *L_30G *( r_3mL ^4))/(
r_30G ^4)).*( v_hydro_30G_3mL .*10^ -3); % N,
hydrodynamic force 3mL syringe with 30G

v_hydro_27G_3mL = linspace (0, v_Re2000_27G_3mL *10^3);
% mm/s, linear speed of stopper , vector

containing the velocity below Re =2000
F_hydro_27G_3mL = ((8* pi* my_water *L_27G *( r_3mL ^4))/(

r_27G ^4)).*( v_hydro_27G_3mL .*10^ -3); % N,
hydrodynamic force 3mL syringe with 27G
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v_hydro_25G_3mL = linspace (0, v_Re2000_25G_3mL *10^3);
% mm/s, linear speed of stopper , vector

containing the velocity below Re =2000
F_hydro_25G_3mL = ((8* pi* my_water *L_25G *( r_3mL ^4))/(

r_25G ^4)).*( v_hydro_25G_3mL .*10^ -3); % N,
hydrodynamic force 3mL syringe with 25G

% 1 mL

v_hydro_30G_1mL = linspace (0, v_Re2000_30G_1mL *10^3);
% mm/s, linear speed of stopper , vector

containing the velocity below Re =2000
F_hydro_30G_1mL = ((8* pi* my_water *L_30G *( r_1mL ^4))/(

r_30G ^4)).*( v_hydro_30G_1mL .*10^ -3); % N,
hydrodynamic force 1mL syringe with 30G

v_hydro_27G_1mL = linspace (0, v_Re2000_27G_1mL *10^3);
% mm/s, linear speed of stopper , vector

containing the velocity below Re =2000
F_hydro_27G_1mL = ((8* pi* my_water *L_27G *( r_1mL ^4))/(

r_27G ^4)).*( v_hydro_27G_1mL .*10^ -3); % N,
hydrodynamic force 1mL syringe with 27G

v_hydro_25G_1mL = linspace (0, v_Re2000_25G_1mL *10^3);
% mm/s, linear speed of stopper , vector

containing the velocity below Re =2000
F_hydro_25G_1mL = ((8* pi* my_water *L_25G *( r_1mL ^4))/(

r_25G ^4)).*( v_hydro_25G_1mL .*10^ -3); % N,
hydrodynamic force 1mL syringe with 25G

%%

% plot

% 5 mL syringe , diffferent needlegauge and speed ,
friction force gone
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figure (4)
plot (v_30G_5mL , F_30G_5mL_hydro ,'ko','MarkerFaceColor

','m');
hold on
plot (v_27G_5mL , F_27G_5mL_hydro ,'ko');
hold on
plot (v_25G_5mL , F_25G_5mL_hydro ,'ko','MarkerFaceColor

','c');

% plot in limit for Re >2000 for respective
needlegauge

y_5mL = linspace (0 ,60); % vector for y varden ,100 st
varden 0-60

x_Re2000_30G_5mL = repmat( v_Re2000_30G_5mL
*10^3 ,1 ,100); % row matrix with 1x100 radvector
only consist of limit for Re >2000

x_Re2000_27G_5mL = repmat( v_Re2000_27G_5mL
*10^3 ,1 ,100); % row matrix with 1x100 radvector
only consist of limit for Re >2000

x_Re2000_25G_5mL = repmat( v_Re2000_25G_5mL
*10^3 ,1 ,100); % row matrix with 1x100 radvector
only consist of limit for Re >2000

hold on
plot ( x_Re2000_30G_5mL ,y_5mL ,'m--');
hold on
plot ( x_Re2000_27G_5mL ,y_5mL ,'k--');
hold on
plot ( x_Re2000_25G_5mL ,y_5mL ,'c--');

%hold on
%plot ( v_hydro_30G_5mL , F_hydro_30G_5mL ,'m:'); % plot

in theoretical hydrodynamic force 5mL 30G
%hold on
%plot ( v_hydro_27G_5mL , F_hydro_27G_5mL ,'k:'); % plot

in theoretical hydrodynamic force 5mL 27G
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%hold on
%plot ( v_hydro_25G_5mL , F_hydro_25G_5mL ,'c:'); % plot

in theoretical hydrodynamic force 5mL 25G

xlabel('expulsion velocity , mm/s');
ylabel('Hydrodynamic force , N');
title ('Hydrodynamic force 5 mL syringe at different

needle gauges ');
legend ('30G','27G','25G','Limit 30G','Limit 27G','

Limit 25G');
hold off

%%

% 3 mL syringe , diffferent needlegauge and speed ,
remove friction force

figure (5)
plot (v_30G_3mL , F_30G_3mL_hydro ,'ko','MarkerFaceColor

','m');
hold on
plot (v_27G_3mL , F_27G_3mL_hydro ,'ko');
hold on
plot (v_25G_3mL , F_25G_3mL_hydro ,'ko','MarkerFaceColor

','c');

% plot in limit for Re >2000 for respective
needlegauge

y_3mL = linspace (0 ,60); % vector for y values ,100
values 0-60

x_Re2000_30G_3mL = repmat( v_Re2000_30G_3mL
*10^3 ,1 ,100); % row matrix with 1x100 radvector
only consist of limit for Re >2000

x_Re2000_27G_3mL = repmat( v_Re2000_27G_3mL
*10^3 ,1 ,100); % row matrix with 1x100 radvector
only consist of limit for Re >2000

x_Re2000_25G_3mL = repmat( v_Re2000_25G_3mL
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*10^3 ,1 ,100); % row matrix with 1x100 radvector
only consist oflimit for Re >2000

%hold on
%plot ( v_hydro_30G_3mL , F_hydro_30G_3mL ,'m:'); % plot

in theoretical hydrodynamic force 3mL 30G
%hold on
%plot ( v_hydro_27G_3mL , F_hydro_27G_3mL ,'k:'); % plot

in theoretical hydrodynamic force 3mL 27G
%hold on
%plot ( v_hydro_25G_3mL , F_hydro_25G_3mL ,'c:'); % plot

in theoretical hydrodynamic force 3mL 25G

hold on
plot ( x_Re2000_30G_3mL ,y_3mL ,'m--');
hold on
plot ( x_Re2000_27G_3mL ,y_3mL ,'k--');
hold on
plot ( x_Re2000_25G_3mL ,y_3mL ,'c--');

xlabel('expulsion velocity , mm/s');
ylabel('Hydrodynamic force , N');
title ('Hydrodynamic force 3 mL syringe at different

needle gauges ');
legend ('30G','27G','25G','Laminar limit 30G','

Laminar limit 27G','Laminar limit 25G');
hold off

%%

% 1 mL syringe , diffferent needlegauge and speed

figure (6)
plot (v_30G_1mL ,F_30G_1mL ,'mo','MarkerFaceColor ','m')

;
hold on
plot (v_27G_1mL ,F_27G_1mL ,'ko');
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hold on
plot (v_25G_1mL ,F_25G_1mL ,'co','MarkerFaceColor ','c')

;

% plot in limit for Re >2000 for respective
needlegauge

y_1mL = linspace (0 ,30); % vector for y varden ,100 st
varden 0-60

x_Re2000_30G_1mL = repmat( v_Re2000_30G_1mL
*10^3 ,1 ,100); % row matrix with 1x100 radvector
only consist of limit for Re >2000

x_Re2000_27G_1mL = repmat( v_Re2000_27G_1mL
*10^3 ,1 ,100); % row matrix with 1x100 radvector
only consist of limit for Re >2000

x_Re2000_25G_1mL = repmat( v_Re2000_25G_1mL
*10^3 ,1 ,100); % row matrix with 1x100 radvector
only consist of limit for Re >2000

hold on
plot ( x_Re2000_30G_1mL ,y_1mL ,'m--');
hold on
plot ( x_Re2000_27G_1mL ,y_1mL ,'k--');
hold on
plot ( x_Re2000_25G_1mL ,y_1mL ,'c--');

%hold on
%plot ( v_hydro_30G_1mL , F_hydro_30G_1mL ,'m:'); % plot

in theoretical hydrodynamic force 1mL 30G
%hold on
%plot ( v_hydro_27G_1mL , F_hydro_27G_1mL ,'k:'); % plot

in theoretical hydrodynamic force 1mL 27G
%hold on
%plot ( v_hydro_25G_1mL , F_hydro_25G_1mL ,'c:'); % plot

in theoretical hydrodynamic force 1mL 25G

xlabel('expulsion velocity , mm/s');
ylabel('expulsion force , N');
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title ('Expulsion force 1 mL syringe at different
needle gauges ');

legend ('30G','27G','25G','Limit 30G','Limit 27G','
Limit 25G');

hold off

%%
% compare diffrent size syringes with same needle

size at diffferent speeds
%OBS! frictionforce removed for 5 and 3 mL syringe (=

hydrodyn force) but not for 1 mL(= expulsionforce
)!

% 30G needle with 5, 3 and 1 mL syringe diffferent
speeds

figure (7)
plot (v_30G_5mL , F_30G_5mL_hydro ,'go');
hold on
plot (v_30G_3mL , F_30G_3mL_hydro ,'bo');
hold on
plot (v_30G_1mL ,F_30G_1mL ,'ro');

xlabel('expulsion velocity , mm/s');
ylabel('Force , N');
title ('30G needle at different syringe sizes ');
legend ('5 mL','3 mL','1 mL');
hold off

%%
% 27G needle with 5, 3 and 1 mL syringe diffferent

speeds

figure (8)

plot (v_27G_5mL , F_27G_5mL_hydro ,'go');
hold on
plot (v_27G_3mL , F_27G_3mL_hydro ,'bo');
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hold on
plot (v_27G_1mL ,F_27G_1mL ,'ro');

xlabel('expulsion velocity , mm/s');
ylabel('Force , N');
title ('27G needle at different syringe sizes ');
legend ('5 mL','3 mL','1 mL');
hold off

%%
% 25G needle with 5, 3 and 1 mL syringe diffferent

speeds
figure (9)
plot (v_25G_5mL , F_25G_5mL_hydro ,'go');
hold on
plot (v_25G_3mL , F_25G_3mL_hydro ,'bo');
hold on
plot (v_25G_1mL ,F_25G_1mL ,'ro');

xlabel('expulsion velocity , mm/s');
ylabel('Force , N');
title ('25G needle at different syringe sizes ');
legend ('5 mL','3 mL','1 mL');
hold off

%%

% comparison between collected data and theoretic
equation for laminar flow

% 30 G needle different syringes , plotted only data
which fulfill speed in needle Re >2000

figure (10)

% collected data for 30G
% limit for laminar flow is:
% v_Re2000_30G_5mL : % m
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/s, 1.9 mm/s for 5 mL 30 G
% v_Re2000_30G_3mL : % m

/s, limit at 3.2 mm/s for 3mL with 30G
%

v_Re2000_30G_1mL_hydro : % m/s, OBS! now friction
removed

plot ( v_30G_5mL (1 ,1:7) ,F_30G_5mL_hydro (1 ,1:7) ,'kd','
MarkerFaceColor ','g');

hold on
plot ( v_30G_3mL (1 ,1:12) ,F_30G_3mL_hydro (1 ,1:12) ,'ko',

'MarkerFaceColor ','r');
hold on
plot ( v_30G_1mL (1 ,1:20) ,F_30G_1mL_hydro (1 ,1:20) ,'k*',

'MarkerFaceColor ','k'); % OBS !! friction force
removed

hold on

% equations linear fitting to data:
v_linear_fit_30G_5mL = linspace (0.1372 ,1.9); % mm/s,

genererar speedvector
Linear_fit_30G_5mL = 26.9.* v_linear_fit_30G_5mL -

3.69; % N, linear fitting to collected data , OBS!
only in lamninar area

% R^2 for fit = 0.981 , norm of residuals = 3.45

v_linear_fit_30G_3mL = linspace (0.4886 ,3.2); % mm/s,
generate speedvector

Linear_fit_30G_3mL = 10.5.* v_linear_fit_30G_3mL -
5.13; % N, linear fitting to collected data , OBS!
only in lamninar area

% R^2 for fit = 0.988 , norm of residuals = 3

v_linear_fit_30G_1mL = linspace (0.9966 ,13.5); % mm/s
, generate speedvector

Linear_fit_30G_1mL = 0.595.* v_linear_fit_30G_1mL -
0.593; % N, linear fitting to collected data , OBS!
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only in lamninar area
% R^2 for fit = 0.983 , norm of residuals = 1.01

% theoretical values for 30G
hold on
plot ( v_hydro_30G_5mL , F_hydro_30G_5mL ,'g--'); % plot

in theoretical hydrodynamic force 5mL 30G
hold on
plot ( v_hydro_30G_3mL , F_hydro_30G_3mL ,'r:'); % plot

in theoretical hydrodynamic force 3mL 30G
hold on
plot ( v_hydro_30G_1mL , F_hydro_30G_1mL ,'k-.'); % plot

in theoretical hydrodynamic force 1mL 30G

% Plot of fit on collected data
hold on
plot ( v_linear_fit_30G_5mL , Linear_fit_30G_5mL ,'g');
hold on
plot ( v_linear_fit_30G_3mL , Linear_fit_30G_3mL ,'r');
hold on
plot ( v_linear_fit_30G_1mL , Linear_fit_30G_1mL ,'k');

hold on
plot ( linspace (0 ,14) ,linspace (0 ,0) ,'k','LineWidth ' ,1)

;

xlabel('Expulsion speed , mm/s');
ylabel('Hydrodynamic force , N');
title ('30G needle ');
%legend('Location ','eastoutside ')
legend ('5 mL observation ','3 mL observation ','1 mL

observation ','5 mL theoretic ','3 mL theoretic ','1
mL theoretic ','5 mL fit ','3 mL fit ','1 mL fit ');

hold off
%%
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C. Matlab script syringe setup optimization

% 27G needle diffferent sprutor , plotted only data
which fulfills speed in needle which dont give Re
>2000

figure (11)

% collected data for 27G
% limit for laminar flow is:
% v_Re2000_27G_5mL : % m

/s, limit at 2.7 mm/s for 5mL with 27G
%
% v_Re2000_27G_3mL : % m

/s, limit at 4.5 mm/s for 3mL with 27G
%
% v_Re2000_27G_1mL : % m

/s, limit at 19.3 mm/s for 1mL with 27G
%

plot ( v_27G_5mL (1 ,1:11) ,F_27G_5mL_hydro (1 ,1:11) ,'kd',
'MarkerFaceColor ','g');

hold on
plot ( v_27G_3mL (1 ,1:12) ,F_27G_3mL_hydro (1 ,1:12) ,'ko',

'MarkerFaceColor ','r');
hold on
plot ( v_27G_1mL (1 ,1:7) ,F_27G_1mL_hydro (1 ,1:7) ,'k*','

MarkerFaceColor ','k'); % % OBS !! friction force
removed , extrapolated

% equations linear fitting to data:

v_linear_fit_27G_5mL = linspace (0.1142 ,2.7); % mm/s,
speedvector

Linear_fit_27G_5mL = 5.86.* v_linear_fit_27G_5mL -
0.669; % N, linear fitting to collected data , OBS!

only in lamninar area
% R^2 for fit = 0.808 , norm of residuals = 5.06
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v_linear_fit_27G_3mL = linspace (1.1019 ,4.5); % mm/s,
genererar speedvector

Linear_fit_27G_3mL = 3.63.* v_linear_fit_27G_3mL - 4;
% N, linear fitting to collected data , OBS! only
in lamninar area

% R^2 for fit = 0.992 , norm of residuals = 1.29

v_linear_fit_27G_1mL = linspace (0.5642 ,19.3); % mm/s
, genererar speedvector

Linear_fit_27G_1mL = 0.179.* v_linear_fit_27G_1mL -
0.101; % N, linear fitting to collected data , OBS!

only in lamninar area
% R^2 for fit = 0.976 , norm of residuals = 0.337

% theoretical values for 27G

hold on
plot ( v_hydro_27G_5mL , F_hydro_27G_5mL ,'g--'); % plot

in theoretical hydrodynamic force 5mL 27G
hold on
plot ( v_hydro_27G_3mL , F_hydro_27G_3mL ,'r:'); % plot

in theoretical hydrodynamic force 3mL 27G
hold on
plot ( v_hydro_27G_1mL , F_hydro_27G_1mL ,'k-.'); % plot

in theoretical hydrodynamic force 1mL 27G

% Plot of fit collected data
hold on
plot ( v_linear_fit_27G_5mL , Linear_fit_27G_5mL ,'g');
hold on
plot ( v_linear_fit_27G_3mL , Linear_fit_27G_3mL ,'r');
hold on
plot ( v_linear_fit_27G_1mL , Linear_fit_27G_1mL ,'k');

hold on
plot ( linspace (0 ,20) ,linspace (0 ,0) ,'k');
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C. Matlab script syringe setup optimization

xlabel('Expulsion speed , mm/s');
ylabel('Hydrodynamic force , N');
title ('27G needle ');
legend ('5 mL observation ','3 mL observation ','1 mL

observation ','5 mL theoretic ','3 mL theoretic ','1
mL theoretic ','5 mL fit ','3 mL fit ','1 mL fit ');

hold off
%%

% 25G needle diffferent sprutor , plotted only data
which fulfills speed in needle which dont give Re
>2000

figure (12)

% collected data for 25G
% limit for laminar flow:
% v_Re2000_25G_5mL : % m

/s, limit at 3.2 mm/s for 5mL with 25G
% v_Re2000_25G_3mL : % m

/s, limit at 5.3 mm/s for 3mL with 25G
% v_Re2000_25G_1mL : % m

/s, limit at 31.4 mm/s for 1mL with 25G

plot ( v_25G_5mL (1 ,1:6) ,F_25G_5mL_hydro (1 ,1:6) ,'kd','
MarkerFaceColor ','g');

hold on
plot ( v_25G_3mL (1 ,1:6) ,F_25G_3mL_hydro (1 ,1:6) ,'ko','

MarkerFaceColor ','r');
hold on
plot ( v_25G_1mL (1 ,1:7) ,F_25G_1mL_hydro (1 ,1:7) ,'k*','

MarkerFaceColor ','k');

% equations linear fitting to data:
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% equation under behover goras om , bara 2 diffferent
speeds

v_linear_fit_25G_5mL = linspace (0.7531 ,3.2); % mm/s,
genererar speedvector

Linear_fit_25G_5mL = 4.9.* v_linear_fit_25G_5mL -
3.69; % N, linear fitting to collected data , OBS!
only in lamninar area

% R^2 for fit = 0.997 , norm of residuals = 0.658

% equation under behover goras om , bara 2 diffferent
speeds

v_linear_fit_25G_3mL = linspace (1.45 ,5.3); % mm/s,
generates speedvector

Linear_fit_25G_3mL = 2.07.* v_linear_fit_25G_3mL - 3;
% N, linear fitting to collected data , OBS! only
in lamninar area

% R^2 for fit = 0.988 , norm of residuals = 0.554

v_linear_fit_25G_1mL = linspace (0.8 ,22.5); % mm/s,
genererate speedvector

Linear_fit_25G_1mL = 0.104.* v_linear_fit_25G_1mL -
0.0827; % N, linear fitting to collected data , OBS
! only in lamninar area

% R^2 for fit = 0.974 , norm of residuals = 0.205

% theoretical values for 25G
hold on
plot ( v_hydro_25G_5mL , F_hydro_25G_5mL ,'g--'); % plot

theoretical hydrodynamic force 5mL 25G
hold on
plot ( v_hydro_25G_3mL , F_hydro_25G_3mL ,'r:'); % plot

theoretical hydrodynamic force 3mL 25G
hold on
plot ( v_hydro_25G_1mL , F_hydro_25G_1mL ,'k-.'); % plot

theoretical hydrodynamic force 1mL 25G
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C. Matlab script syringe setup optimization

% Plot of fit on collected data
hold on
plot ( v_linear_fit_25G_5mL , Linear_fit_25G_5mL ,'g');
hold on
plot ( v_linear_fit_25G_3mL , Linear_fit_25G_3mL ,'r');
hold on
plot ( v_linear_fit_25G_1mL , Linear_fit_25G_1mL ,'k');

hold on
plot ( linspace (0 ,25) ,linspace (0 ,0) ,'k');

xlabel('Expulsion speed , mm/s');
ylabel('Hydrodynamic force , N');
title ('25G needle ');
legend ('5 mL observation ','3 mL observation ','1 mL

observation ','5 mL theoretic ','3 mL theoretic ','1
mL theoretic ','5 mL fit ','3 mL fit ','1 mL fit ');

hold off

%%
% OBS !!! chech for laminar flow , otherwise equations

not valid

% Reynolds number?
%Re = speed fluid* hydraulic diameter / kinematic

viskosity water

% hydraulic diameter = needlee diameter

% kin_viscosity_water = 1.004*10^ -6; % m2/s, water 20
degrees

% fluid speed in needle?
% v = F/A
% A = cross section area needle = pi*
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r_needle ^2
% F = flowt i syringe = speed syringe *cross

section area syringe
% = v_syringe *pi* r_syringe ^2
% dvs v_needle = ( v_syringe *pi* r_syringe ^2

)/pi* r_needle ^2 = v_syringe * r_syringe ^2 / r_needle
^2

% take the highest speed for each combination
% calculate speed on fluid in needle
% 5 mL syringe
v_needle_30G_5mL = (2*10^ -3*( r_5mL ^2))/( r_30G ^2); % m

/s, 2 mm/s in syringe , 14.1709 m/s
v_needle_27G_5mL = (4.5*10^ -3*( r_5mL ^2))/( r_27G ^2);

% m/s, 4.5 mm/s in syringe , 15.5709 m/s
v_needle_25G_5mL = (6.5*10^ -3*( r_5mL ^2))/( r_25G ^2);

% m/s, 6.5 mm/s in syringe , 16.25 m/s

% 3 mL syringe
v_needle_30G_3mL = (4*10^ -3*( r_3mL ^2))/( r_30G ^2); % m

/s, 4 mm/s in syringe , 17.0667 m/s
v_needle_27G_3mL = (9*10^ -3*( r_3mL ^2))/( r_27G ^2); % m

/s, 9 mm/s in syringe , 18.7529 m/s
v_needle_25G_3mL = (12*10^ -3*( r_3mL ^2))/( r_25G ^2); %

m/s, 12 mm/s in syringe , 18.0653 m/s

% 1 mL syringe
v_needle_30G_1mL = (20*10^ -3*( r_1mL ^2))/( r_30G ^2); %

m/s, 20 mm/s in syringe , 20.0342 m/s

v_needle_27G_1mL = (20*10^ -3*( r_1mL ^2))/( r_27G ^2); %
m/s, 20 mm/s in syringe , 9.7838 m/s

v_needle_27G_1mL_30 = (30*10^ -3*( r_1mL ^2))/( r_27G ^2);
% m/s, 30 mm/s in syringe , 14.6757 m/s

v_needle_25G_1mL = (20*10^ -3*( r_1mL ^2))/( r_25G ^2); %
m/s, 20 mm/s in syringe , 7.0688 m/s
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C. Matlab script syringe setup optimization

v_needle_25G_1mL_40 = (40*10^ -3*( r_1mL ^2))/( r_25G ^2);
% m/s, 40 mm/s in syringe , 14.1376 m/s

%%
% Reynolds number?

% 5 mL syringe
Re_30G_5mL = v_needle_30G_5mL *2* r_30G/

kin_viscosity_water ; % gives 2096.0
Re_27G_5mL = v_needle_27G_5mL *2* r_27G/

kin_viscosity_water ; % gives 3295.6
Re_25G_5mL = v_needle_25G_5mL *2* r_25G/

kin_viscosity_water ; % gives 4046.3

% 3 mL syringe
Re_30G_3mL = v_needle_30G_3mL *2* r_30G/

kin_viscosity_water ; % gives 2524.3
Re_27G_3mL = v_needle_27G_3mL *2* r_27G/

kin_viscosity_water ; % gives 3969.1
Re_25G_3mL = v_needle_25G_3mL *2* r_25G/

kin_viscosity_water ; % gives 4498.3

% 1 mL syringe
Re_30G_1mL = v_needle_30G_1mL *2* r_30G/

kin_viscosity_water ; % gives 2963.2
Re_27G_1mL = v_needle_27G_1mL_30 *2* r_27G/

kin_viscosity_water ; % gives 3106.2
Re_25G_1mL = v_needle_25G_1mL_40 *2* r_25G/

kin_viscosity_water ; % gives 3520.3

% what speed does it take in each needle for Re >4000?
v_Re4000_30G = 4000* kin_viscosity_water /(2* r_30G); %

gives 27.0438 m/s for 30G needle
v_Re4000_27G = 4000* kin_viscosity_water /(2* r_27G); %

gives 18.8988 m/s for 27G needle
v_Re4000_25G = 4000* kin_viscosity_water /(2* r_25G); %

gives 16.0640 m/s for 25G needle
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Appendix D

Matlab script mechanical stress

% Estimation of shear stress and shear rate at barrel
wall

r_barrel = confidential
r_needle = confidential
L_needle = 12*10^ -3; % length needle , m

v_plunger = [0.1 0.1 0.1 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.7 1.7 1.7]; %
linear speed of plunger , mm/s

% without silicone
F_hydro = [ -0.881 -3.065 -2.021 12.426

15.539 13.773 40.98 39.782 35.609]; %
hydrodynamic force (N) at 0.1, 0.9 and 1.7 mm/s

v_plunger_sili = [0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.7
1.7 1.7]; % linear speed of plunger , mm/s

% with silicone
F_hydro_sili = [1.307 3.457 10.27 3.075 33.925
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D. Matlab script mechanical stress

4.232 23.433 25.494 41.233 41.271
45.027]; % hydrodynamic force (N) at 0.1, 0.9 and
1.7 mm/s

%%

% vectors for plot of linear fit to data in figure
v_linefit = linspace (0 ,1.8); % generate vector with

100 values of plunger speed 0 -1.8 mm/s
F_hydro_linefit = 25.5.* v_linefit - 6.03; % generate

vector corresponding to linear fit of data without
silicone at speed 0 -1.8 mm/s

F_hydro_linefit_sili = 23.6.* v_linefit + 1.61; %
generate vector corresponding to linear fit of
data with silicone at speed 0 -1.8 mm/s

%plot
figure (1)
plot (v_plunger ,F_hydro ,'b*') % plot of data without

silicone , R2 = 0.975 , y = 25.5x - 6.03 , norm of
residuals = 7.97

grid on
grid minor
hold on
plot ( v_plunger_sili ,F_hydro_sili ,'ro') % plot of

data with silicone , R2 = 0.822 , y = 23.6x + 1.61 ,
norm of residuals = 23.1

hold on
plot (v_linefit , F_hydro_linefit ,'b-.') % linear fit

to data without silicone
hold on
plot (v_linefit , F_hydro_linefit_sili ,'r-.') % linear

fit to data with silicone
ylabel ('Hydrodynamic force , N');
xlabel ('Plunger speed , mm/s');
legend ('Without silicone ','With silicone ')
title('Hydrodynamic force during expulsion ')
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hold off

%%
% Plot of shear stress

% Shear stress
% without silicone
tau_w = ( F_hydro ./( pi *(( r_barrel )^2)))*(( r_needle )

/(2* L_needle )); % Shear stress , N/m^2

% with silicone
tau_w_sili = ( F_hydro_sili ./( pi *(( r_barrel )^2)))*((

r_needle )/(2* L_needle )); % Shear stress , N/m^2

% vectors for plot of linear fit to data in figure
tau_w_linefit = 643.* v_linefit - 152; % generate

vector corresponding to linear fit of data without
silicone at speed 0 -1.8 mm/s

tau_w_linefit_sili = 596.* v_linefit + 40.7; %
generate vector corresponding to linear fit of
data with silicone at speed 0 -1.8 mm/s

%plot
figure (2)
plot (v_plunger ,tau_w ,'b*') % plot of data without

silicone , R2 = 0.975 , y = 643x - 152, norm of
residuals = 201

grid on
grid minor
hold on
plot ( v_plunger_sili ,tau_w_sili ,'ro') % plot of data

with silicone , R2 = 0.822 , y = 596x + 40.7 , norm
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D. Matlab script mechanical stress

of residuals = 584
hold on
plot (v_linefit , tau_w_linefit ,'b-.') % linear fit to

data without silicone
hold on
plot (v_linefit , tau_w_linefit_sili ,'r-.') % linear

fit to data with silicone
ylabel ('Shear stress , N/m^2');
xlabel ('Plunger speed , mm/s');
legend ('Without silicone ','With silicone ')
title('Shear stress at barrel wall ')
hold off

% average shear stress?
% without silicone
average_tau = [mean(tau_w (1:3)) mean(tau_w (4:6)) mean

(tau_w (7:9))]; % at 0.1 mm/s ( -50.1 N/m^2) , at 0.9
mm/s (351 N/m^2) and at 1.7 mm/s (978 N/m^2)

average_tau_sili = [mean( tau_w_sili (1:4)) mean(
tau_w_sili (5:8)) mean( tau_w_sili (9:11))]; % at 0.1

mm/s (114 N/m^2) , at 0.9 mm/s (549 N/m^2) and at
1.7 mm/s (1072 N/m^2)

%%

% frictional force

% without silicone
F_fric = [13.872 10.953 11.958 12.376 10.39

10.863 12.883 11.537 10.286]; % friction
force (N) at 0.1, 0.9 and 1.7 mm/s

F_fric_vector = repmat (mean (F_fric) ,1 ,100); % row
vector repeating the average fricton force (N)
across speed 100 times

% with silicone
F_fric_sili = [13.287 12.322 3.889 13.581 11.78
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13.476 6.161 5.66 13.451 15.305
4.578]; % friction force (N) at 0.1, 0.9 and 1.7
mm/s

F_fric_vector_sili = repmat (mean ( F_fric_sili )
,1 ,100); % row vector repeating the average
fricton force (N) across speed 100 times

figure (3)
plot (v_plunger ,F_fric ,'b*') % plot of data without

silicone
grid on
grid minor
hold on
plot ( v_plunger_sili ,F_fric_sili ,'ro') % plot of data

with silicone
hold on
plot (v_linefit , F_fric_vector ,'b--') % linear fit to

data without silicone
hold on
plot (v_linefit , F_fric_vector_sili ,'r--') % linear

fit to data with silicone
ylabel ('Friction force , N');
xlabel ('Plunger speed , mm/s');
legend ('Without silicone ','With silicone ')
title('Friction force during expulsion ')
hold off

%%
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En metod för att undersöka om sprutor
orsakar partiklar i proteinläkemedel

POPULÄRVETENSKAPLIG SAMMANFATTNING Therese von Wowern

Främjar användandet av sprutor med nål bildandet av potentiellt skadliga partiklar i
proteinläkemedel?

Läkemedel som består av skräddarsydda proteiner
används idag för att behandla bland annat dia-
betes. De ges traditionellt som injektioner och
detta misstänks vara kopplat till skapandet av
skadliga partiklar. Sprutan och nålen är ofta si-
likoniserade för att underlätta hantering och de-
ras användning utsätter det känsliga proteinet för
mekaniska krafter. Detta tros leda till bildandet
av partiklar i form av silikon droppar och protein
klumpar (aggregat). Detta arbete utvecklade där-
för en metod för att undersöka effekten av sprutor
med nål på ostabiliserat insulin. En 3D printad
spruthållare till en maskin som kan trycka och dra
samtidigt som den mäter kraften (texturometer)
designades för att kunna manövrera sprutan (se
bild nedan).

Effekten av mekanisk påverkan undersöktes
genom att variera tömningshastighastighen av
sprutan. Endast hastigheter som var associer-
ade med laminärt flöde underöktes. Osilikonis-
erade sprutor jämfördes mot silikoniserade. Tre
vanligt förekommande analysmetoder (dynamisk
ljusspridning, storlekskromatografi (SEC) och
FlowCam) användes för att mäta partikelkoncen-
tration och storlek. Spruthållaren i vit nylon-
plast presterade bra, tog tre dagar att skapa
och kostade en tiondel av färdiga alternativ på
marknaden. FlowCam mätningarna visade att
partikelkoncentrationerna höll sig under tillåtna
nivåer och steg med ökad tömningshastighet.
FlowCam tog bilder av de individuella partiklarna
i proven. Dessa kunde sedan användas för att se
vilka slags partiklar proven innehöll. Silikondrop-
parna var helt sfäriska med slät kant och hade
ibland en reflektiv mitt. Det visade sig att kon-
centrationsökningen i den silikoniserade sprutan
berodde på ökat antal silikonoljedroppar. I den os-
ilikoniserade sprutan berodde ökningen istället på
ett ökat antal partiklar som var ojämna, mörkare
och med skrovlig kant. Dessa antogs vara pro-
teinaggregat.

Metoden som utvecklades kan i framtiden an-
vändas för att undersöka andra proteiner eller ef-
fekten av andra faktorer såsom övergångsflöde,
uppdragshastighet eller luftintroduktion.
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